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Abstract
This thesis explores the ways communities of ex-slaves and free blacks in Appalachian
Tennessee mobilized to build schools in the five years after the Civil War. Historians have long
asserted that black schools were central institutions in the movement by Southern blacks to
create an autonomous culture following the Civil War. And scholars have traditionally used the
creation of cultural institutions (such as schools) to demonstrate the collective efforts by
freedpeople in their pursuit of common aspirations. But the question remains what the schoolbuilding process can tell historians about how freedpeople understood themselves and their
communities within local, regional, state, and national contexts. The school-building process is
here used as a lens into the power structure of black communities and their relationships with the
Freedmen‟s Bureau, northern aid groups and missionary societies, native white Radicals, and
themselves. Appalachian freedpeople did indeed find strength in their commitments to kith and
kin, in the creation of civil self-help groups, and in religious fervor, and they used such
obligations to erect schoolhouses and hire teachers independent of any external aid. Just as often,
however, rampant poverty and limited resources required that they appeal to external aid groups
for assistance. The paternalism of northern aid groups clashed with the self-determinism of
freedpeople and prevented either side from dictating the terms of their relationship to the other.
The resulting school-building negotiations underscored their attempts to find mutually
accommodating solutions. While some of these extended conversations engendered ready
solutions, in other instances conflicting black agendas and competing definitions of black selfdeterminism factionalized black communities. School-building was ultimately a highly
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politicized exercise in which freedpeople constructed grassroots political allegiances that often
reflected their larger political ideology.
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Introduction

The possibilities grew with the excitement at the arrival of a literate black soldier to
Booker T. Washington‟s tiny West Virginia town after the Civil War. As a slave, the young
Washington longed to read. Now as a freedman and with the soldier having agreed to lead a
school, his dreams were poised to become reality. For some time, his village of ex-slaves
deliberated erecting a schoolhouse, but none was educated enough to teach. With an instructor
secured, however, the opening of a formal school promised a better future for Washington and
his neighbors. When his town gathered to consider the best way to begin, “the discussion excited
the widest interest,” he recalled. But what was there to talk about? Although his community‟s
conversation about opening a school comes as a curiosity, it was not an anomaly. Throughout
southern Appalachia following emancipation, and in eastern Tennessee especially, freed
communities engaged in similar discourse, much of it as divisive as it was unifying. According
to the Freedmen‟s Bureau District Commissioner in Knoxville, Tennessee, for instance, the
freedpeople of a nearby North Carolina town “seem to be very much divided, and when they
employ a teacher themselves each faction wishes to control the matter and it is very difficult to
get a teacher to suit all.”1
1

Booker T. Washington, Up from Slavery, W. Fitzhugh Brundage, ed. (Boston, 2003),

52-53; Bvt. Capt. Samuel Walker to Superintendent David Burt, 15 February 1868, Knoxville,
Tenn., Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, Rec. Group 105 (hereafter
BRFAL), Records of the Superintendent of Education for the State of Tennessee (hereafter Recs.
Supt. Ed. Tenn.), Letters Received (hereafter Lets. Rec‟d), No. 609, microfilm, reel 4.
1

This thesis seeks to explain how ex-slaves in southern Appalachia mobilized to build
schools after the war, and it is ultimately about how groups of freedpeople with conflicting
interests won, exercised, or lost power within their communities. It is particularly concerned with
how black people conceived of themselves as a group during the school-building process and
how internal conflict within that group affected the freedpeople‟s capacity to withstand events
beyond their control and structure their own lives. This essay proposes to take our preexisting
notions of community and black historical agency and complicate them by focusing on the
politics of black neighborhoods. As such, it delves into a familiar topic from a different angle.2
School building is here used as a lens into the creation of a shared institution in which
black people invested their aspirations for autonomy and self-improvement. Schools, like
churches, were town landmarks, and the two often met in the same building. But unlike churches,
which served specific congregations, black villages in Appalachia composed of more than one
denomination often lacked the resources needed to build multiple schools and employ several
teachers, Knoxville being the exception. While the more rural black Appalachian villages built
schools for thirty to fifty students, schools in the larger towns boasted daily attendance of 200 or
more.
2

Max Weber‟s definition of “power” is useful here: “[W]e understand by „power‟ the

chance of a man or of a number of men to realize their own will in a communal action even
against the resistance of others who are participating in the action.” Men can covet power, as
Weber notes, for no other reasons than to be in control, as power often underlies one‟s prestige
and honor in society. See, Max Weber, “Class, Status, and Party,” in From Max Weber: Essays
in Sociology, eds. and trans., H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, (New York, 1958), 180.
2

It is in the school-building process, in the creation of a shared symbol of black
independence, that black men and women mapped the contours of their freedom as they vied for
positions of power and leadership. Although the primary actors of this study are the Appalachian
freedpeople, especially those living in northeastern Tennessee, this paper is concerned equally
with group dynamics: how ex-slaves articulated collective aims and personal ambitions,
welcomed the aid of some northern philanthropies and rejected others, and worked to negotiate
school and community building measures among themselves and northern whites. To say, as
many historians have, that northern whites simply went south and educated a receptive audience
misses the freedpeople‟s efforts to educate themselves. But to assert that the freedpeople
undertook school building all on their own, I argue, ignores a complex and unsettling interaction
between Yankees and ex-slaves. Whereas mountain blacks agreed on the necessity of educating
themselves and their children, they often disagreed on how to realize their dreams. When
ambitious leaders had constituencies, such disputes became partisan conflicts. It is my contention
that the processes of school building in southern Appalachia were political contests which could
sustain the freedpeople‟s general aim of universal education as well as pit individual aspirations
for control against group objectives. The results of such collisions could encourage creative
solutions or they could divide black communities into factions, tarnish reputations, retard the
building process, and threaten to leave them without schools altogether.
Yet it is impossible to overlook the freedpeople‟s widespread achievements. By
extending kinship networks and by creating civic self-help organizations, Appalachian blacks did
frequently build or purchase formal classrooms to replace the informal brush-arbor schools they
maintained during and shortly after the war. Educational success at the local level, however, did
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not beget a common state program. School maintenance was expensive and most ex-slaves could
barely afford to feed their children, let alone educate them. The freedpeople‟s prolonged appeals
for free schools, however, made universal education one of the deciding issues in Tennessee‟s
1869 elections. Reports out of Jonesboro noted that “There are efforts being made . . . to elect
Senators & Representatives, who will oppose the School law. Some Candidates are making this
the issue.” By 1869, as northern aid groups curtailed their activities in Appalachian Tennessee
and the Freedmen‟s Bureau folded, Tennessee‟s redemption government retrenched, effectively
nullifying the state‟s public education system. Not until 1873 did Tennessee‟s legislature pass the
public school legislation from which the modern system has descended.3
The themes in this paper converge at the intersection of two historiographical themes: the
post-emancipation political expressions of southern blacks and the measures undertaken by
former slaves to educate themselves. The concept of historical “agency,” a theory made popular
by social and labor historians of the 1960s and 1970s, which they used to uncover how historical
actors controlled their own lives amid systems of oppression built around race, class, and gender,
has directed both schools of interpretation over the last thirty years. Historians of the postwar
black experience use agency to describe how ex-slaves and free blacks perceived their freedom
and aspired to shape their new world by following their collective interests and ambitions. Faced
with a new southern status quo, freedpeople pursued together the education slavery had denied
them, as there were few things in the South more dangerous than an educated slave. Slave
3

L.F. Drake to Genl. John Eaton, Jr., 28 April 1869, Jonesboro, Tenn., John Eaton Papers,

“Letters to John Eaton, Jr. 1867-1881,” Folder 9, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Special
Collections; Philip M. Hamer, Tennessee: A History, 1673-1932, vol. 2 (New York, 1953), 680.
4

literacy subverted the master-slave power structure by challenging white stereotypes of an
ignorant, yet content labor force. In learning to read, Frederick Douglass had found “the pathway
from slavery to freedom.”4
It has become common for historians when they speak of agency to point to the strength
freedpeople derived from their collective identity. Degrading names, inhumane accommodations,
and the threat of sale—to name a few measures of an inexhaustible list—led slaveholders to
believe that they had created an anonymous and docile labor force. A slave with any concept of
himself or herself as an individual would, as Douglass‟s disillusioned master complained,
“become unmanageable, and of no value to his master. As to [the slave] . . . it would make him
discontented and unhappy.” But amid the psychological and physical violence of slavery, slaves
relied on their folk traditions and their shared culture and its pillars: the church and family. But
more than through common institutions, slaves in antebellum America identified with one
another through their status as slaves. John Blassingame located numerous slave personalities
throughout the South, from the peaceable Sambo to the rebellious Nat and every class in between,
but nevertheless concluded that slaves responded similarly to enslavement. By emphasizing a
monolithic antebellum slave identity, however, historians divest their subjects of their very

4

For an account of slave literacy see Janet Duitsman Cornelius, “When I Can Read My

Title Clear”: Literacy, Slavery, and Religion in the Antebellum South (Columbia, S.C., 1991).
Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave, in
Frederick Douglass: Autobiographies (New York: The Library of America, 1994), 37-8.
5

individuality. And those historians find themselves in ironic and uncomfortable company with
the very slaveholders they demonize.5
Historians have nevertheless uncovered general behavioral patterns throughout the South
by emphasizing the freedpeople‟s collective aspirations. Herbert Gutman, for instance, has
demonstrated how laboring classes derive power from their common culture. Eric Foner, in his
influential book on the immediate postwar period, championed the agency of freedpeople,
placing them at the center of Reconstruction. By highlighting the switch from slave to free labor,
Foner described the emergence of a powerful black political presence. Like Gutman, Foner used
the church and the family as the building blocks of the southern black community. Autonomous
black churches, better than any single institution, demonstrated the capacity of ex-slaves to
effectively manage their lives, he argued.6
In what some observers call the most important book on the postwar black experience
since Foner, Steven Hahn has advanced black agency by describing the “solidarities” in
postbellum black political expression as an outgrowth of the “constituent elements of slave
5

Douglass, Narrative, in Autobiographies, 37; Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World

the Slaves Made (New York, 1976); John Blassingame, The Slave Community: Plantation Life
in the Antebellum South, rev. ed. (New York, 1979).
6

Herbert G. Gutman, Power & Culture: Essays on the American Working Class, Ira

Berlin, ed., (New York, 1987); Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America‟s Unfinished Revolution,
1863-1877 (New York, 1988), 78-102. For an early account of blacks in Tennessee after the war
see Alrutheus Ambush Taylor, The Negro in Tennessee: 1865-1880 (Spartanburg, S.C., reprint
1974).
6

politics.” Black communities, Hahn argues, were, and always have been, political agents with the
potential for internal conflict. Kinship provided the basic political unit just as the church was
“the slaves‟ house of politics.” Although Hahn is interested in both collective and individual
aspirations, his study is at its heart concerned with the freedpeople‟s “shared perceptions,
understandings, and expectations.” As Hahn‟s main agenda is to provide a sweeping analysis of
the rural black South and to detail the growth of an independent black nation, he ultimately says
less about what happens when conflicting aspirations collide than he does about how southern
blacks understood freedom and its responsibilities and obligations collectively.7
Historians of black education after the Civil War have generally fallen into one of two
interpretive camps. Early scholarship on black education tended to focus on the activities of
white missionaries. W.E.B. Du Bois set the tone for later debates regarding the motives of
northern teachers with the publication of Black Reconstruction in 1935. White missionaries,
many of whom were old abolitionists or their descendents, were “the gift of New England to the
black South,” Du Bois wrote. Later, he would claim that the end of the war “inaugurated the
crusade of the New England schoolma‟am,” and he applauded the missionaries for doing “their
work well.” Historians have since dissected the motives of northern philanthropies and teachers,
but in doing so have limited the freedpeople to reserve roles in their own education. Jacqueline
Jones, in assessing the efforts of northern missionaries to implant a Yankee school system in the
7

John C. Rodrigue, “Black Agency After Slavery,” in Reconstructions: New Perspectives

on the Postbellum United States, Thomas J. Brown, ed. (New York, 2006), 63; Steven Hahn, A
Nation under Our Feet: Black Political Struggles in the Rural South from Slavery to the Great
Migration (Cambridge, 2003), 2-3, 44, 61.
7

South, remained suspicious of northern motives, of their “bourgeois faith,” and their “cultural
self-righteousness.” Likewise, Ronald Butchart sees the northern efforts as an attempt at social
control, where Yankees tried to shape blacks in their own self-image. The freedpeople “needed
land, protection, and a stake in society,” he argued. “They were given instead a school. . . .
[E]ducation was not merely inadequate, it was utterly inappropriate.”8
Like Foner and Hahn, scholars of black education in the postbellum South have followed
the general trajectory of African American history by emphasizing the freedpeople‟s efforts to
educate themselves (their agency). Although Du Bois offers an idealized version of the
relationship between southern blacks and northern whites, he was the first historian to place the
freedpeople at the center of the Reconstruction era. The ex-slaves‟ persistent appeals for
statewide common school systems set the framework for public education in the South. More
recent historians have delved deeper into the freedpeople‟s activities and demonstrated how they
adapted their shared culture to freedom, relying on kinship, religion, and self-determinism to
8

W.E.B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction In America: An Essay Toward a History of the

Past Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880
(New York, 1935, reprint 1969), 637; W.E.B. Du Bois, Souls of Black Folk (New York, 1953,
reprint 2003) , 27; Robert Morris, Reading, ‟Riting, and Reconstruction: The Education of
Freedmen in the South, 1861-1870 (Chicago, 1976); William Preston Vaughn, Schools For All:
The Blacks & Public Education in the South, 1865-1877 (Lexington, Ky., 1974); Jacqueline
Jones, Soldiers of Light and Love: Northern Teachers and Georgia Blacks, 1865-1873 (Chapel
Hill, 1980), 5, 7; Ronald E. Butchart, Northern Schools, Southern Blacks, and Reconstruction:
Freedmen‟s education, 1862-1875 (Westport, Conn., 1980), 9, 12.
8

rebuild communities and establish schools. Heather Andrea Williams (although not evidently
influenced by Hahn) has argued that the freedpeople‟s self-driven education was, above all else,
a mass-political gesture against the remnants of the antebellum South. Yet, as each of these
studies focuses on the power struggle between black America and white America, they tend to
overlook internal black politics altogether.9
Historians have started to fear that the overuse of agency as a lens into the past of
subaltern peoples may have oversimplified historical complexities and obscured historical
processes. It is commonly accepted, for instance, to frame slavery as an evolving negotiation
9

In a more recent article, David Tyack and Robert Lowe have echoed Du Bois‟s

conclusions. Although blacks lost political rights rather quickly, they managed to use their brief
influence to implement state constitutions which guaranteed universal education. See David
Tyack and Robert Lowe, “The Constitution Moment: Reconstruction and Black Education in the
South,” American Journal of Education 94 (Feb., 1986), 236-56; Du Bois, Black Reconstruction,
637-69. For other examples of black agency in education see Herbert Gutman, “Schools for
Freedom: The Post Emancipation Origins of Afro-American Education”, in Power & Culture:
Essays on the American Working Class, Ira Berlin, ed., (New York, 1987), 260-97; Leon F.
Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long: The Aftermath of Slavery (New York, 1980), 452-500;
James D. Anderson, The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-1935 (Chapel Hill, 1988) and
James D. Anderson, “Ex-Slaves and the Rise of Universal Education in the New South, 18601880” in Ronald K. Goodenow and Arthur O. White, eds., Education and the Rise of the New
South, (Boston, 1981), 1-25; Heather Andrea Williams, Self-Taught: African American
Education in Slavery and Freedom (Chapel Hill, 2005).
9

between slave and master in which both sides recognized the “circumscribed” humanity of the
other. While slaveholders held much of the power, slaves were never totally complacent. Slaves
reminded their masters of such a fact through everyday acts of resistance and sabotage.
Resistance could take the violent shape of Nat Turner; it could encompass broken tools and
feigned illness; or it could be as emblematic as retaining religious practices and secret naming
rites. But, as Walter Johnson notes, to argue that coping measures enabled slaves to maintain
their humanity is to impose our own concept of humanness on history and “to unwittingly
reproduce the incised terms and analytical limits of a field of contest (black humanity: for or
against) framed by the white-supremacist assumptions which made it possible to ask such
[questions] in the first place.” By emphasizing our private constructions of humanity we divest
their actions of any “personal meaning, political meaning, and cultural meaning, and
metaphysical meaning.”10

10

Ira Berlin was the first historian to question monolithic interpretations of slavery in

Colonial America. His notion that slavery was subject to changes over time and differed
depending on place has also influenced my understanding of freedom, in that perhaps ex-slaves
experienced freedom differently in the mountains than they did in the cotton-growing lowlands
that characterized much of the South. See Ira Berlin, Many Thousands Gone: The First Two
Centuries of Slavery in North America (Cambridge, 1998), 2-3; Walter Johnson, “On Agency,”
Journal of Social History, 37 (1), 114. For a helpful introduction to recent critiques of the slave
community and agency, see Anthony E. Kaye, Joining Places: Slave Neighborhoods in the Old
South (Chapel Hill, 2007), 1-12. See also Jeff Forret, “Conflict and the „Slave Community‟:
10

In offering a new framework for the study of slavery, it is inevitable that historians
should rethink agency in the postbellum South. To question the usefulness of agency is to
question the findings of earlier historians who told the story of Reconstruction through the
collective objectives of southern blacks, to question as it were, what is meant by “community.”
As John C. Rodrigue has recently noted, “black historical agency does not necessarily imply
black centrality . . . [but it does imply] responsibility” for the failures of Reconstruction. It was a
failure inherently connected to how blacks (and whites) understood their role in national, state,
and local affairs. In hindsight, Rodrigue offers, the collective agendas of the South‟s black
population may have ultimately been “misguided.”11
The tendency of historians to emphasize the freedpeople‟s shared aspirations during
Reconstruction also overshadows the power struggles within black neighborhoods. Emancipation
freed more than universal black interests. It unfettered individual and partisan agendas which
sometimes conflicted with the general will. To argue that black communities had an internal
dynamic is to say little of any consequence, but to locate the ideology behind these scuffles and
to demonstrate their consequences questions the extent to which freedpeople pursued collectivity

Violence among Slaves in Upcountry South Carolina,” Journal of Southern History 74 (Aug.,
2008), 551-88.
11

A recent essay by John Rodrigue argues for such reinvestigations throughout all parts

of black life. See, John Rodrigue, “Black Agency After Slavery,” in Reconstructions: New
Perspectives on the Postbellum United States, ed. Thomas J. Brown (New York, 2006), 40-65,
especially, 44.
11

as their ultimate organizing principle.12 How, then, to understand the concept of community? Did
all ex-slaves want the same thing now that they were free? Did such consensuses exist? By
questioning the validity of collective interpretations, historians can now delve into the internal
politics of southern black townships. Ultimately, this paper proposes that historians take a more
critical view of how we use the term “community”; to use school-building as a prism through
which “community” is refracted into contingent aspirations; to be more sensitive to how
freedpeople understood their loyalties and how such perceptions interacted with larger goals of
self-governance or integration. As this thesis will argue, while instances existed in which exslaves united behind shared principles, freedpeople, like all people, did not always get along.
This thesis therefore addresses two patterns of social reconstruction from a black
perspective in southern Appalachia generally and in eastern Tennessee specifically: concord and
discord. Chapter One investigates how mountain blacks imagined themselves as a broad
community that, confronted by the common obstacles of poverty and racism, erected
schoolhouses by piecing together a trans-Appalachian community from the artifacts of common
experiences. Family accountability, civic responsibility, and spiritual necessity underscored their
collective efforts. But school building was not so cut and dried, so black and white. Not studying
how blacks interacted with blacks, and how blacks interacted with whites, is to ignore a captious
gray area where worldviews collided. Chapter Two examines how Appalachian blacks worked
12

For a study that sees internal friction as a limit to community building rather than as an

important component of community building, as I do, see John Rodrigue, Reconstruction in the
Cane Fields: From Slavery to Free Labor in Louisiana‟s Sugar Parishes, 1862-1880 (Baton
Rogue, 2001), 96-98.
12

with northern whites to build schools; how they created new social networks and how those
networks were manipulated for personal or group gain; how rumor and deceit could divide black
neighborhoods and how communication breakdown revealed differing (and conflicting)
aspirations within black communities about where and who should erect schoolhouses; how such
friction undermined the spirit of their collective efforts; and how such discord led to unintended
consequences. While Tennessee‟s black highlanders sustained universal education as their
community interest, the emergence of interest communities—groups of blacks from inside the
community who offered alternative plans and methods—complicated their common pursuits.
Appalachian blacks envisioned themselves not only as one group with one voice, but as divisions
and factions with multiple voices. Those who controlled the conversation controlled the future.

13

Chapter 1: “We have built a house”: Community Organizing

On the morning of August 6, 1866, two black preachers from Knoxville, one Methodist
and one Presbyterian, addressed Tennessee‟s Colored Citizens‟ State Convention on the
responsibilities they all faced as freedmen. It was the event‟s opening day but educational
matters topped its billing. The Rev. Alfred E. Anderson spoke first, issuing a general challenge
to his fellow conventioneers to eliminate “degradation and ignorance” among Tennessee‟s
freedpeople. The Rev. George Washington LeVere followed, speaking “more particularly on the
educational interests” of blacks across the state. Midway through his speech, as a company of
black soldiers paraded outside, the timbre of fife and drum filled the Nashville church where the
gathering sat. Frustrated at this interruption, LeVere recommended that the convention condemn
the pageant and “all unnecessary demonstrations.” It adopted his proposal unanimously. Now
was the time to deliberate, not to celebrate. The future beckoned and there was work to do.13
It was no coincidence that Appalachians spoke about education that day. Anderson and
LeVere knew the school-building process well, both having established large schools in
Knoxville. And both had dealt with the aid groups in the state. Anderson, a father of two, had
closed his ice cream parlor in Knoxville and spent his savings renting an abandoned shop in
order to hold free classes and services. He accepted what little money his black students gave,
but required no tuition. He went broke by early spring of 1865, even before the war ended.
Likewise, LeVere, shortly after the convention, would report to the Freedmen‟s Bureau that his
13

Another black highlander, M.J.R. Gentle, was elected president of the convention. See

Nashville Daily Press and Times, 7 Aug. 1866.
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Presbyterian congregation had raised almost $1, 200 to buy a lot in downtown Knoxville and
erect a brick building for church and school purposes. “[W]e have received no assistance from
any of the many Benevolent institutions that have taken interest in favour of the Freedmen,”
LeVere boasted three months later.14
Anderson‟s individual efforts and the collective energy of LeVere‟s congregation were
part and parcel of a much larger school-building process in Tennessee‟s mountains which
aggrandized mountain blacks in ways they found both familiar and new. Appalachian blacks,
like slaves across the Deep South, erected schoolhouses by deriving collective strength from kith
and kin, from civil self-help groups and loyal leagues, from church associations and from racial
identity. Be it in building freed schools or in celebrating the freedom which enabled them to
pursue such dreams, Anderson, LeVere, and the region‟s black teachers and civic leaders
besought no more important an appeal than that the one they issued from Knoxville in 1868: the
“colored citizens of adjoining counties are requested to unite.”15
14

Alfred E. Anderson to W.E. Whiting, 25 April 1865, Nashville, Tenn., American

Missionary Association Manuscripts, Tennessee (hereafter AMA Mss.), No. H8951, microfilm,
reel 2; George W. LeVere to Supt. David Burt, 26 Nov. 1866, Knoxville, Tenn., BRFAL, Supt.
Ed. Tenn., Lets. Rec‟d, No. 103, reel 3. In early 1868, LeVere‟s school would receive a $900
donation to refurbish his school and church. The freedpeople plastered the walls and laid a new
floor. See George W. LeVere to Supt. Burt, 4 Mar. 1868, Knoxville, Tenn., BRFAL, Supt. Ed.
Tenn., Lets. Rec‟d., No. 627, reel 4; George W. LeVere to Supt. Burt, 7 Feb. 1867, Knoxville,
Tenn., BRFAL, Supt. Ed. Tenn., Lets. Rec‟d., No. 183, reel 3.
15

Brownlow‟s Knoxville Whig, 17 June 1868.
15

This chapter investigates the measures Appalachian Tennessee free blacks and freed
slaves undertook to build schools and effectively restructure society on their own accord. It seeks
to explain how mountain blacks conceptualized a pan-Appalachian black community, in which
freedmen and women sought common, self-governed aspirations with similar, self-dependent
measures. Little of the school-building process in Appalachia follows a predictable chronology,
however. Much was subject to twists and turns reflecting a host of variables: town size, wealth,
religious fervor, weather, crop yields. The events and activities featured herein occurred
throughout the region at different times and at different places between 1865 and 1872, but taken
together they reveal a picture painted with wide strokes of recognizable, self-determined gusto.
Black measures for self-directed education in Tennessee‟s mountains reveal a broad communal
identity, one in which black-owned schoolhouses testified to their pursuit of universal literacy in
spite of resistance from native whites and competition from northern whites. In this regard,
school building should be understood as a collective push by mountain blacks to set a common
political course, to vote, as it were, with one voice against competing external interests.
Ultimately, school building demonstrated how freedpeople secured the necessary power to direct
the future on their terms.16
Anderson‟s trip to Nashville in 1866 was his second in under a year to discuss the dual
concerns of black education and civil rights. He first visited the state capital in the early spring of
1865, a two-month-long visit coincident with the Confederate surrender, and brought about by
16

For a general study about the postbellum efforts of southern blacks see, Heather

Andrea Williams, Self-Taught: African American Education in Slavery and Freedom (Chapel
Hill, 2005).
16

the immediate demands of black freedom. Chosen by mountain blacks to go to Nashville,
Anderson labored from April to early June, not only “as A Reparsentive from eastern Tennessee
for the purpes of prevailing on the legislature to give ous our elective franchise—as sitazens,”
but as a struggling teacher, looking to petition the American Missionary Association, a northern
philanthropy that had engaged black education in Tennessee, for financial support. Using his
prominent contacts in Nashville and in Knoxville—“Beside being an eloquent preacher,” wrote
Robert Hamilton, publisher of the New York-based Anglo-African, from Knoxville, “he is a man
of unblemished character, and stands very high in the estimation of Gov. Brownlow and the chief
people of” East Tennessee—Anderson and others wrote letters and recommendations on his
behalf to the AMA‟s New York headquarters. Anderson had friends in high places, and he used
them to his advantage. On the eve of the Civil War, for instance, the editorial offices of the
Anglo-African shared a building with Lewis Tappan, then treasurer of the AMA, which was
itself formerly occupied by Gerrit Smith, Tappan, and W.E. Whiting (whom Anderson had
corresponded with personally), the brain-trust of the American Abolition Society.17
At home in Knoxville, Anderson “had been laboring with diligence to sustain the school
but almost without assistance,” Hamilton noted, and he could think of no better a candidate than
Anderson to be made the AMA‟s representative there. The son of a free black minister from
Maryville, Anderson knew the power of education firsthand. More importantly, he quickly
17
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“engaged in the Work of scooling this doun troden Race,” abandoning his small business to do
so. Having “had Charge of the pepel for four years,” Anderson and a colleague taught 150
students a day in “A Reb shop” as they waited to rebuild their schoolhouse (also their church)
that burned down during the war. If the AMA could offer its aid, wrote the confident Samuel
Lowery, a Nashville missionary, “he will use it to the benefit of his afflicted & outraged
countrymen.”18
While it is unclear if Anderson ever won the approbation of the AMA, he certainly
moved in distinguished—rather, infamous—circles. His two months in Nashville were spent
speaking with and writing to distinct audiences, both of which defy easy categorization and were
often at loggerheads, but nevertheless figured prominently in the school-building process:
Tennessee Unionists and northern aid groups. Few aspects of Appalachian Tennessee have
characterized the region more prominently than its loyalty to the federal government during the
war. But Unionism, historians conclude, is a tricky ideology to gauge. There were as many
18
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reasons to stay loyal as there were Loyalists and Unionism, it could be said, straddled a fine line
in Tennessee. Secession was unconstitutional, and unless Lincoln abolished slavery, he would
maintain his conditional southern support. Free the slaves and southern Unionists would abandon
him. By the middle of the war, however, most Appalachian Unionists recognized the expediency
of emancipation as a tactic to weaken the Confederacy. But a Union victory did not readily
translate into racial harmony, especially for mountain Unionists. During his travels through the
postbellum South, J.R. Trowbridge noted that “East Tennesseans, though opposed to slavery, do
not like niggers.” “It is a melancholy fact,” agreed federal officials in 1866, “that among the
bitterest opponents of the negro in Tennessee are the intensely radical loyalists of the mountain
district.”19
The most intensely radical of all Loyalists was Knoxville‟s Methodist minister William G.
Brownlow, an incorrigible, foul-mouthed propagandist with few literary rivals. Known as the
“Fighting Parson” for his pugnacious pro-Union and white-supremacist editorials in the
Knoxville Whig, Brownlow defended slavery before the war and favored black colonization in
the American West. Banished by Confederate authorities in early 1862, he toured the North,
espousing what historian Robert Tracy McKenzie has identified as his ideology‟s three
19
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“distinguishing features”: absolute devotion to the Union, an unqualified willingness to destroy
those who would destroy the Union, and a readiness to die. He, of course, made no mention of
race. Thus in 1866, Brownlow found no paradox in sustaining the Union and befriending
Anderson, all the while admitting that “East Tennessee,” from which he hailed, “the stronghold
of the Radicals,” among which he was the most prominent, “had never liked the Negro.” As
governor of Tennessee, he supported restricted black rights and suffrage once Conservatives
threatened his political prominence in late 1865, a mere two seasons after Anderson‟s visit. What
influence Anderson had over Brownlow is speculative; both were Methodist ministers, and once
Brownlow fled Knoxville, Anderson was known to be “the only remaining Loyal Methodist
Preacher.” That Brownlow and other legislators recommended Anderson to the AMA and that
Anderson had his mail forwarded through the governor‟s office during his stay in Nashville, “in
the Cair of Governer W.G. Brounlow,” as it were, suggests that racial boundaries and societal
standards were negotiable in consequence of the postwar period‟s uncertainty. 20
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After the Brownlow administration passed the Fourteenth Amendment in the summer of
1866, the federal government recognized Tennessee under the Constitution, exempting it from
Congressional Reconstruction. However flexible race relations seemed in Tennessee, the Radical
administration was more concerned with restoring Tennessee‟s relationship with the federal
government than it was with executing the ideals of civil rights. Essentially free to rebuild as it
saw fit, Tennessee‟s Radical regime undertook to guarantee Radical domination and white
supremacy. Taking aim at Conservatives and blacks alike, Brownlow restricted the political
activity of both groups. Convinced that freedpeople were “ignorant, docile, easily led” and thus
subject to Conservative persuasion, Brownlow refused to consider black enfranchisement. He
admitted that “a loyal negro is more eminently entitled to suffrage than a disloyal white man,”
but still, the risk was too great. Tennessee blacks did not vote until 1867, and even thereafter
blacks were outlawed from holding office until 1868. Without a black voice in Tennessee‟s state
government to advance educational programs, the prospects of black students across the state
suffered mightily. “Thus,” observed historian Cynthia Griggs Fleming, “the newly freed blacks
who constituted 25 per cent of the state‟s population, had no political influence at a critical
juncture.”21
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Enter the Freedmen‟s Bureau and the host of independent northern aid groups. Although
the federal government did not manage Tennessee‟s political activity, it still had a strong
presence in the state by way of the Freedmen‟s Bureau, formally known as the Bureau of
Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands. Created by Congress in March of 1865 as a branch
of the War Department, the Freedmen‟s Bureau mediated the personal and business affairs
between freedpeople, southern whites, and the federal government. An administrative program
intended to manage the thousands of slaves who had fled their plantations and to put them back
to work, the Bureau‟s agenda also provided for basic civil services: court systems that
recognized black plaintiffs, food and clothing rations, and labor arrangements.22
Throughout the mountains, the Bureau‟s education director, Supt. David Burt, also took a
particularly active role in black education. Earlier historians have pinpointed specific Bureau
policies to encourage black literacy which included providing leadership, procuring buildings,
paying teacher salaries, and training future instructors. Its initiatives were not meant to be
permanent; rather the Bureau intended to impart transitional guidelines until Tennessee
established a state-wide public school system. Nevertheless, many of its measures—state and
local superintendent offices, bureaucratized chains of command, propaganda strategies—
remained in place long after the Bureau left the South. Recently, historians have agreed that the
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Freedmen‟s Bureau “offered a framework for education” which, above all else, was its most
“enduring” legacy.23
The figures Bureau authorities collected in 1869 would seem to support such claims,
although at least one contemporary observer was not so convinced. “At the winding up of the
Freedmen‟s Bureau” in 1869, griped Yardley Warner, a Quaker missionary at Maryville, “there
was but 1/6 of the children of Freedmen between 6 and 16 had been to school.” Still, although
Appalachia had the smallest black population in Tennessee, the Bureau registered what it
considered to be its best educational successes among the mountains. Of the forty-four
schoolhouses in Tennessee the Bureau claimed to have built by 1869, twenty were listed in East
Tennessee while only two were located in the cotton-growing region of West Tennessee. Thus,
forty-five percent of all Bureau schools existed in the portion of the state with the smallest
number of freedpeople, while only four percent, its lowest success rate, occurred in the section of
the state with the highest percentage of ex-slaves. How the Bureau tabulated its numbers and
what criteria it used to designate a Bureau school is unknown; thus their findings remain
23
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suspicious. Invariably, Appalachia‟s geography and demographics had a pronounced effect on
the Bureau‟s efforts. It was a region relatively devoid of big plantations, and large cities
surrounded by country towns characterized Appalachia settlement and spatial patterns. East
Tennessee‟s four major hubs (all connected by railroad) at Chattanooga, Knoxville, Greeneville,
and Jonesboro attracted and consolidated much of the area‟s black population after the war,
facilitating the centralized organizational methods preferred by the Bureau.24
As federal agents and activities became more conspicuous in the region, mountain whites
who hated blacks naturally extended their antipathy to the Freedmen‟s Bureau. Many
highlanders who remained loyal to the Union resented the presence of the Freedmen‟s Bureau in
their towns and villages because they understood it to be the symbol of a defeated South. AntiBureau whites found a sympathetic ear in their president, and fellow highlander, Andrew
24
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Johnson. For Unionists like Johnson who resented aristocratic slaveholders and their political
power alike, the Bureau represented another means to repress poor whites, a class with which
Johnson readily associated. “I am and always have been opposed to the Freedmens Bureau and
Negro equality, both political and social,” wrote one prominent Greeneville resident to Andrew
Johnson. Strong anti-Bureau feelings meant that violence was a daily threat, and freedpeople and
Bureau representatives alike lived uneasily in Appalachian Tennessee. “[I]f you take away the
military from Tennessee,” grumbled one loyal highlander, “the buzzards can‟t eat up the niggers
as fast as we‟ll kill ‟em.” “[A] majority of the people . . . are opposed to the Bureau and look
upon it as a useless institution,” agreed Samuel Walker, the Bureau‟s sub-district commissioner
at Knoxville. But all was not lost, he noted, as “A large & respectable minority . . . look upon it
as a necessity” to maintain a semblance of peace.25
25
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Just as the Bureau was the primary liaison between mountain blacks and the government,
the American Missionary Association (AMA) linked Appalachian freedpeople to a large network
of northern philanthropists. Led by prominent evangelical abolitionists, the AMA became one of
the most active groups in Appalachian Tennessee after the war. Even though it had sent
evangelists “among the hills of Tennessee” as early as 1859, the AMA hesitated investing its
resources to help mountain freedpeople. Uncertain of their plans, Erastus M. Cravath, the
AMA‟s Middle and West branch secretary, admitted in January 1866 that “[t]here is no
inducement in the conditions of the Schools at Knoxville that makes it desirable for us to enter
that field.” By October, Cravath had either willingly reversed his position or knuckled under
federal persuasion, confiding to Supt. Burt that “I look upon Eastern Tennessee as a field that we
ought to cultivate.” If the AMA could establish working relationships with the freedpeople in
Knoxville, he thought, Greeneville, Jonesboro, and the villages along the East Tennessee railroad
would subsequently fall under its sway. Fashioning relationships with mountain blacks would be
harder than he imagined.26
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In addition to the AMA, smaller but equally active evangelical philanthropies established
branches in and around Knoxville. Although sponsored by different denominations, all but one
of the sectarian aid groups was characteristically white. The Presbyterian Committee of Home
Missions out of New York, like the Bureau, worked primarily in the Tennessee mountains. By
the 1866-67 school year, the Presbyterian Committee oversaw five schools under the care of one
superintendent and eight teachers. The largest school it sponsored, at Knoxville, catered daily to
200 students, while its remaining schools were scattered “in the country” and taught forty to
sixty pupils regularly. In a slightly different capacity, Yardley Warner directed the Quaker
missionary efforts of the Philadelphia Association and the Indiana Yearly Meeting. Whereas the
Bureau, the AMA, and the Presbyterian Committee organized primary schools, Warner was
instrumental in helping to build normal schools at Maryville and Jonesboro. To reach a wider
audience, Warner established and edited The Monitor in the early 1870s, a newspaper directed at
Appalachian freedpeople. Finally, The Western Freedmen‟s Aid Commission‟s brief stint at
Knoxville in 1865 was the only instance of nongovernmental secular aid in the region.27
The black-run Garnet League from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, filled a niche all other
northern agencies in Appalachia could not. Named for the militant fugitive slave and abolitionist
Henry Highland Garnet, the Garnet League may have lacked his radicalism, but upheld his belief
27
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in the power of direct black activism. The Garnet League concentrated the bulk of its work in
and around Knoxville where the largest black population settled after the war, helping to
establish the Winan‟s High School League. Although one sympathetic Knoxville newspaper
claimed that the Garnet League promoted the “religious improvement of the freedpeople” it is
unclear which denomination it professed. By the fall of 1867, the Garnet League had satellite
schools in Dandridge and Mossy Creek, in Jefferson County. 28
Superficially united in the cause of black education, the bureaucratized northern aid
groups found it difficult to collaborate. Each group came with its own agenda, personality, and
set of beliefs. That they all pursued the same black audience only complicated matters. Yet,
through fits and starts, each group carved out a niche. Whereas the AMA, the Presbyterian
Committee, and the Garnet League mainly sent teachers to the mountains, the Indiana Yearly
Meeting and the Bureau more often funded building projects when the freedpeople struggled to
raise enough money. Common administrative practice dictated that the Freedmen‟s Bureau take
teachers from within the vicinity, or rely on charities to find northern instructors. The aid groups
were particular in their selection, preferring mostly northern, white teachers whom they screened
closely. “There is at present a lack of good teachers among the applicants at [the AMA‟s]
office,” Cravath complained in 1866. But Cravath and the AMA learned that finding teachers
who met their standards was only part of the trouble; deciding where to send their teachers was
quite another matter. As Cravath debated whether to send aid to East Tennessee he expressed his
frustration at the lack of inter-organizational cooperation. It is hard to do “a good work where
professed friends working in the same cause will not work harmoniously with one,” he griped.
28
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To enter Appalachia, he quipped, would be a “lark.” But over the next two years, Cravath and
the AMA maintained a working relationship with the Bureau. Although he complained that the
AMA had spent too much money supporting teachers in Tennessee, Cravath reassured the state‟s
Bureau that the AMA was “desirous of doing all we can and will cooperate with you to the
fullest extent.”29
Hesitations aside, secular and religious groups which did cooperate left lasting imprints
on the memory of their students. Rachel Cruz, a freedwoman from Strawberry Plains, recalled
that around 1866 “the Freedmen‟s Bureau of Philadelphia, sponsored by the Presbyterians, sent
two colored teachers down to the new box-like affair” her town used as its classroom. In
remembering the Bureau as a Presbyterian organization, Cruz recounted the facts as she likely
understood them as a teenager. Bureau officials did periodically observe her school and even as
an old woman, her memory served her well as she remembered correctly the name of her teacher,
“Mr. Jones.” Indeed, Junius B. Jones, a black instructor from Oberlin, Ohio, taught at Strawberry
Plains from 1867-68. Jones had periodic contact with the Bureau, requesting money for
transportation home during the summer of 1868 with the promise to return in the fall.
Additionally, the Presbyterian Committee sponsored numerous teachers throughout Appalachian
29
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Tennessee at Eastport, Louisville, and Knoxville, to name a few. For at least one former
mountain slave, the Bureau and the Presbyterian Committee worked well enough together, or
were at least prominent enough, to shape the memory of a former student.30
But unless Appalachian freedpeople accepted the aid, entertained the intentions, and
welcomed the initiatives of northern aid groups or sympathetic native whites, their educational
proposals fell on deaf ears and were thus worthless. Ex-slaves scrutinized white agendas, picking
the plans and gleaning the measures that best accompanied their own aspirations. Although
native loyalists did not support black education with the same gusto, many radicals still sought to
mold strong political constituencies from local freed populations. While the Freedmen‟s Bureau
30
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or the individual philanthropies never became political machines as they did elsewhere in the
South, federal agents and northern emissaries certainly vied with native Radicals for positions of
local prominence. What nominal cooperation existed among northerners and natives could and
did dissolve into open conflict as interested whites courted the same black audience. 31
When Appalachian freedpeople rebuked white plans or leaders for other options, as
happened at Maryville during the winter of 1869-70, the potential for violence ran high. At
Maryville, however, the conflict was not between blacks and whites, but between whites. With a
dubious antislavery legacy, but with a black population of roughly 1,500, a strong coterie of
black leaders including Union army veterans and the owners and editors of the Maryville
Republican, William B. Scott, Sr., and his son William, Jr., and the largest black school in East
Tennessee, Maryville emerged as the center of much postbellum black activism. Maryville
freedpeople also found welcome political allies in the town‟s numerous white Radicals, many of
whom joined the local, notoriously violent and integrated Union League. Of the League‟s 96
members in early 1868, at least 18 were black, with the elder Scott having served as vice
president and his son as secretary.32
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By 1869, however, the Union League had become infamous, not for its biracial
composition, but for violent attacks on itinerant Southern Methodist preachers. On two earlier
occasions League members purportedly beat two separate ministers nearly to death. Thus stood
the reputation of the Maryville League when, in March of 1869, an unknown mob whipped
another Southern Methodist minister, Rev. Jacob Smith. The white press accused several League
members and the Maryville Republican denounced the attack, but no trial ever came from the
incident, leaving most to speculate as to the assailants‟ identity.33
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Later that year emotions erupted once more when a northern missionary, one Mr. Knight,
“denounced Mr. Parham by name as one of the party who whipped the Rev. Mr. Smith.” While
newspapers had already condemned League members for the latest beatings, Knight‟s
accusations struck a sensitive nerve. An English immigrant, a Congregationalist, and a
“gentleman of culture,” Knight worked in Maryville, like missionaries across the South,
voluntarily. He touted impressive recommendations in support of his “evangelizing,” including
one signed by Gen. Oliver O. Howard, the Bureau‟s national director. And with such credentials,
according to the regional Bureau sub-commissioner, Knight quickly gained the “respect . . . of
the best citizens both Black and White not only in Maryville but in [Knoxville],” as well. Having
first gone to Georgia to “labor among the Freedmen,” he had been in Maryville for less than a
year when Smith was found severely beaten. The accused, one Mr. Parham, was Knight‟s
temperamental opposite. While Parham was a common surname in Blount County, Knight likely
referred to William T. Parham, a founding Maryville League member and former president. One
of Maryville‟s wealthiest merchants, Parham was “inclined to be ambitious” and was known
around the area for his “very excitable” disposition. Certainly an active member in 1869,
William T. Parham increasingly appears guilty especially in light of the assault he led against the
first southern minister who came to Maryville in 1867.34
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With his own reputation and that of the League‟s at stake, Parham and a group of cronies
accosted Knight, called “him all sorts of hard names,” and knocked him down. The blow cut
Knight‟s head, but as a pacifist he did not retaliate. Parham may have won the day, but his
standing in Maryville was already moribund, and Knight‟s accusation a final blow. The ParhamKnight conflict was long developing, and its violent end had little to do with Smith‟s beating but
everything to do with the competition for status and Radical leadership in Maryville. According
to the Bureau commissioner at Knoxville, “The difficulty between these gentlemen originated . . .
in jealousy on the part of Mr. P[arham]—his influence among the Freedmen has been growing
less ever since Mr. Knight went to Maryville.” Whereas Parham had “been looked up to as sort
of a leader by the extreme Radicals in politics—especially by the Freedmen,” Knight‟s arrival
and subsequent popularity stole his thunder. Knight recovered from his wounds, and his new
friends convinced him to file suit against Parham. “[A]nd of course,” recalled the commissioner,
“the enmity between [them] is very bitter.”35
As the Parham-Knight conflict demonstrated, Appalachian freedpeople ultimately
controlled the tenure of those in power, continually redefining boundaries of authority and
influence. White concerns over status and reputation in the post-emancipation era were thus the
jurisdiction of Appalachia‟s black population. At Maryville, the black residents rebuked Parham
collectively and reappointed Knight to an unofficial, though equally prominent, position of
community distinction. Knight had been bloodied in political battle, and though he lacked title or
office, the scar on his head was a bittersweet monument to the freedpeople‟s confidence in him.
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Although whites could win semblances of local prestige from Appalachian blacks, such
recognition did not guarantee that both races would cooperate in a common cause. Interested
whites often ignored the ways blacks helped themselves, and instead thought it their
responsibility to help those ex-slaves who, in the opinion of one white highlander, were “now not
able to help themselves.” John Eaton, Tennessee‟s first Superintendent of public schools,
acknowledged that while it takes a village to raise a child, the education of said child “is alike the
work of the philanthropist, the statesman and the Christian”; all of whom were implied to be
white. It was dangerous work, however, a point Bureau Supt. Burt emphasized in an earlier
speech to Tennessee‟s teachers: “The moral forces that elevate our race” dictate the thankless
nature of missionary work, and he warned that “it will be impossible for thousands of colored
children to receive the culture that we are giving them” without drawing the ire of southern
whites. Still, he said, it was their charge.36
Since whites thought they knew best for black Tennesseans and since blacks strove to
manage their own lives, it was inevitable that the paternalism of northern missionaries clashed
with the self-determinism of Tennessee‟s ex-slaves. The collision of white and black ambitions
ignited contests that whites did not expect and that blacks used to mold their collective image. In
many ways, external aid groups counted the waves of their success—the number of students
under their control, the number of schools they claimed to fund, the number of teachers they
funded—without watching the tide of black self-reliance washing further ashore ever so steadily.
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Northerners nevertheless expended much energy trying to shape the behavior of
Tennessee‟s freedpeople. The lessons northern whites hoped to impart to Tennessee freedpeople
were equal parts Radical Republicanism and evangelical Protestantism, for good politics were
inseparable from good morals. Influencing both was what one agent termed “„the duties of the
hour‟.” While none knew it at the time, Tennessee‟s state government would become the first in
the South to oust Radical Republican rule and replace it with a conservative regime, including
many former rebels, beginning in 1869. Such fears lingered in the minds of many Appalachian
aid workers as early as 1866. “I feel some interest in the welfare of the Black man,” noted the
agent at Jonesboro, perhaps betraying his own political ambitions, “for the time is not far distant
when he will assist us in the choice of our rulers and the quicker he is educated the quicker he
will be prepared to go to the polls.”37
A black schoolhouse, as understood by Eaton and the Tennessee Bureau, was more than a
Republican training facility, for it was also “the moral lighthouse of the neighborhood.” Yankee
education meant to prepare the way for sober, frugal, and industrious lives. Few related
institutions reveal the tensions which characterized black-white interactions better than the
temperance societies established in tandem with schools by northerners across the state. As
purveyors of the temperance movement which swept the North during the 1820s and 1830s,
evangelical missionaries upheld the belief that tee-totaling by way of personal responsibility was,
37
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as one historian noted, “the key to social and moral perfection.” Temperance meant more than
mere sobriety, for it implied an entire change in thinking. It required that blacks relinquish some
measure of individuality and re-imagine themselves as part of a new community.38
In their soul-saving attempts to alter black behavior, missionaries across the state chided
freedpeople for their moral failings and complained that older blacks willingly replaced their
physical enslavement with a personal oppression gravely worse than their former bondage. If
appeals to salvation failed, missionaries changed tactics and petitioned blacks on behalf of their
own financial interest. Alcohol was an unnecessary luxury, evangelicals felt, especially since
black men and women struggled for what little money they earned, “but too often . . . throw the
most of their earnings into the coffers of the rum seller.”39
But again, for the missionaries‟s plans to take hold, Tennessee blacks had to be receptive
to the temperance message, and few missionaries seemed to consider the possibility that the
freedpeople might reject it. The open conflict temperance ignited between blacks and whites had
38
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more to do with questions of longstanding authority and community than with drinking, for the
underlying moral tenor of the white temperance crusade directly challenged both the leadership
of black ministers and the strength of the black church. Anti-alcohol movements not only
highlighted the moral failures of black parishioners, but promised to expose as hypocrites the
very authorities who had long been held in high regard. If freedpeople turned to northern, teetotaling missionaries for spiritual and ethical guidance, the influence of black ministers dissolved.
The refusal of a good many black Methodists at the town of Columbia in Middle
Tennessee to join the local temperance society, and instead remain loyal to their minister,
confused and even insulted the AMA‟s missionary, S.S. Potter. By the early summer of 1866,
while his temperance crusade had grown increasingly popular it met resistance from some of the
town‟s black ministry. Potter complained that freedpeople of all ages, even children, imbibed
freely and he became even more disgruntled upon hearing “that some ministers keep it by them.”
The approaching Independence Day commemoration would provide a fitting venue to hold a
“mass meeting” to spread the temperance message, Potter thought, to celebrate liberty with
sobriety. With already more than 100 subscribers, he hoped to see his following increase before
July. Not all blacks were convinced, however. Columbia‟s black Methodist minister, likely
witnessing other parishioners fall under the sway of white missionaries, refused to “join the T.
Society,” Potter complained, “& has been using his influence against it.” In response, Potter
wrote to John Ogden, then principal of Fisk University, the well-known black normal school in
Nashville, that he was all “the more anxious for [Ogden] to come & disabuse the minds of the
Methodists here on this point.” As much as the AMA would have liked to make it seem, sobriety
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was not the issue. At stake in Columbia was as much the quest for social stability as it was the
right to determine how such a process would unfold and who would direct it. 40
Similar patterns unfolded in Appalachia, where missionary teachers established
temperance societies, to what they considered good effect, alongside schools in Rogersville,
Elizabethton, and Knoxville. The “labors” of the Sons of Temperance “have produced a great
change in the habits of the people,” reported the Bureau agent at Rogersville in 1867. Black
sobriety even appeared to mend the hostility old slaveholders had towards their former slaves,
encouraging them to treat freedpeople “in a friendly spirit.” At Elizabethton, Park Brewster, the
town‟s Bureau liaison, reported that about forty freedpeople signed the “Temperance Pledge” he
circulated at one meeting, an interesting turn of phrase given that more than half of the
freedpeople there “cannot read words more than one syllable.” In their attempts to stifle
intemperance, missionaries at Knoxville incorporated lessons on sobriety into the daily
curriculum. With particular emphasis on “the use of snuff, tobacco, and intoxicating drinks,”
Knoxville missionaries made their students reply in unison: “„We cannot make our parents
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discontinue the use of these things for it has become a habit with them, which is hard to break,
but we will show them by our example, how much better boys and girls we are.‟”41
However often missionaries thought they affected changes in behavior, they frequently
overstated their own successes and ignored the self-dependent measures of Appalachian blacks.
At Rogersville, the white Bureau agent attributed the freedpeople‟s “renewed state of religion” to
the Temperance society‟s ability to awaken them to the millennialism of evangelical
Protestantism. It is more likely that what he took to be deeper levels of piety were actually more
pronounced expressions of personal autonomy and community independence. The freedpeople‟s
heightened religiosity occurred at the same time they “cut loose” from the white Methodist
Episcopal Church and strove “to maintain by their own efforts a colored preacher among
themselves.” A worried Bureau agent feared that they would have little money left to pay a
teacher‟s salary. But a short time later, Rogersville‟s freed community had purchased a lot in
town and gathered $300 to $400 in subscriptions (although the Bureau commissioner at
Knoxville expected them to collect half that amount) for a school to serve 150 students. However
partial the agent‟s insight, the freedpeople‟s self-direction quickly convinced him that they could
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build and maintain a school on their own. The town‟s future looked bright, he noted, and was
convinced “that the colored people will not fail to have a part in it.”42
The presence of temperance societies in freed villages and their direct connection to
school building in the mountains and across Tennessee became yet another contested ground of
black freedom. That black communities neither opposed nor supported temperance unanimously
only complicated matters. As at Columbia where only non-Methodists joined Potter‟s
temperance society, a portion of the freedpeople at Elizabethton signed Brewster‟s temperance
pledge, while others did not. Nevertheless, the Methodist congregation‟s resistance at Columbia
demonstrated that black-white interactions followed familiar patterns across Tennessee in which
freedpeople broke from white influence in open opposition and, as at Maryville and Rogersville,
resisted unwanted white intrusion through self-reliance.
And so it is that Tennessee blacks, and those in Appalachia particularly, came to rely on
their own initiatives to erect schoolhouses and direct their own education. Such acts of selfdeterminism enabled Tennessee freedpeople to outline their relationships with northern
philanthropies, Yankee missionaries, and local whites. In Appalachia, blacks not only recognized
the ulterior motives of those activists who appeared to empathize with them, but also realized,
regardless of their restricted legal freedom and circumscribed status, that they were part of a
dynamic struggle for social and political power involving numerous native Unionists, ex42
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Confederates, northern missionaries, and themselves. After a large meeting about building a
school in their town, one freedman from upper Appalachian Tennessee approached the local
Bureau agent and proclaimed that “„surely . . . while our friends in the North are so deeply
interested in our welfare, we ought to be true to ourselves.‟” It was more than a personal feeling,
the agent reported, for such an aspiration “seemed to be the general sentiment.” When it came to
their freedom, freedpeople were most certainly not the pawns of any interest group, or so they
hoped.43
Some ex-slaves wanted nothing to do with freedom in Appalachia, and in being true to
themselves left America altogether. At least 162 freedpeople from Tennessee went through
Knoxville on their way to Liberia shortly after the war. Even in their decision to leave, black
migrants pursued the personal aspirations they hoped would secure a better future. Those exslaves who decided to go to Africa left with a stern haranguing by one of Knoxville‟s most
respected teachers. Always the consummate educator, George Washington LeVere, the popular
black Presbyterian minister, teacher, and one of the most prominent black men in the state,
lectured his city‟s black population about colonization in an editorial in the Knoxville Whig.
43
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determinism, but competing agendas in the black community. Some blacks joined, others refused.
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LeVere lamented that whites had already manipulated at least one “African negro of American
descent” to popularize colonization but he had “no objections to those who are called sensible
negroes in Liberia remaining there . . . believing it is the best place for them.” With that said, he
cautioned Appalachian blacks not “to be used by the enemies of his race to carry out their pet
project [of colonization], which every sensible colored man detests.”44
LeVere knew whereof he spoke. Blackston McDannel, the police marshal and Andrew
Johnson‟s old friend at Greeneville, while always a proponent of black inferiority, was “now in
favor of Colonization as soon as possible.” His town‟s Unionist newspaper, the Greeneville New
Era, agreed. In at least five editorials over the course of one month, the New Era pontificated
about the benefits of colonization. Repatriation, the editors hoped, would keep America‟s
government in white hands. LeVere, however, merely asked for “fair play” for Appalachia‟s
black residents and promised that if they continued to make “advancements in industry and
education” they soon would “compare favorably with the masses of the white people.”45
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For the freedpeople who stayed, the physical presence of schools defied such postemancipation attempts at racial subjugation represented by colonization and undercut traditional
white authority. Throughout Appalachia, freedpeople underwrote measures independent of
northern philanthropies and in spite of native whites, to build schools and in effect restructure
their lives. In this regard, school building remains indicative of typical examples of black agency.
As one sympathetic Knoxville newspaper noted, “the colored people of Knoxville seem wideawake to their own interests; and believing their destiny to rest in their own hands . . . have gone
to work to help themselves in every honorable direction.” Their self-determined efforts to carve
classrooms out of mountainsides demonstrated, perhaps better than any other means, a mass
commitment to educational and political activism.46
Through mass meetings, school building translated private concerns into public
declarations of black freedom and equality. The educational movement after the war, then,
represented not only physical black freedom, but a liberated racial consciousness. Their
determination to succeed impressed even the most skeptical whites, and the classroom
performances of the black students at a rare integrated school at Jonesboro, observed a local
administrator “„far excel their white friends.‟” In a similar episode, the freedpeople at Jonesboro
erected a schoolhouse before their white neighbors, and in doing so were “rising above the
whites.” School building in Knoxville likewise tapped the wellsprings of confidence in the city‟s
46
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freed population. According to one informant, black “schools served to set such up in their own
estimation as a superior race.”47
In being true to themselves, Appalachian freedpeople also often identified the educational
aspirations of individuals and families with those of their race in general. Just as slaves used
charges to kith and kin to undercut the authority of their masters, Appalachian freedpeople
continued to rely on family to build schools and assert their freedom. The names on the
subscription list for a school at the tiny town of Newport, Tennessee reveal the extent to which
freedpeople entreated their kinsfolk. Of the town‟s twenty black subscribers, seven had the
surname “Smith,” four were named “Swagerty,” and two were from the “Stuart” clan. The
school, while funded by only a handful of families, would, nevertheless, “be open to all the
children of the community.” Additionally, while the subscription pledged to pay $12.25 a month
“to any society at the North that will send us a good Teacher,” Newport‟s leading black resident
reassured the Bureau that not only had they bought a town lot with their own money, but made it
clear that “We want a Colored male Teacher.”48
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Especially for the poorest Appalachian freedpeople, family accountability and the
responsibility felt by black parents to educate their children became a profound source of
collective strength. Without the financial means to pay for both the salary and lodging of
northern teachers, poor mountain blacks boarded teachers in their own homes. Much like the
Garnet League, instructors in the poorest sections of the mountains tended to be black. Unlike
white teachers, black educators could be incorporated into the community at large. At Kingston,
Tennessee, where freedpeople could barely clothe and feed themselves, the local black leader,
Lewis Braxton, downplayed their poverty because “most of us appreciate the importance of
educating our children.” With a structure in place and eager to begin classes, Braxton appealed to
the Freedmen‟s Bureau for a teacher. Kingston‟s freed community “would be well satisfied with
white” instructors, he wrote, but would be unable to pay for their separate accommodations.
Braxton, instead, outlined a plan where such members of his community who were financially
able would “take the teachers first in one family, and then in another [so that] the burden would
fall on a very few of us.” Although Braxton could only guarantee sparse accommodations, his
town “would expect to do all in our power to make them as comfortable as we could, and as our
limited means would allow.” The black families in Booker T. Washington‟s West Virginia town
also boarded black teachers, a practice that privileged the guest. Households could win informal
titles of hospitality and local prominence by competing with each other to provide the most
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comfortable lodging. As an adult, Washington remembered eating his best meals as a child on
“„teacher‟s day‟ at our little cabin.”49
Mountain freedpeople who lived in urban areas where schools were more likely to open
also boarded children from distant, rural districts where no classrooms existed. Appalachian
children living in peripheral towns often walked great distances to and from class. Mollie Tate, a
freedwoman from Hodgetown, in Knox County, remembered having to walk a ten-mile roundtrip
to school each day for three months. When her father started working at the zinc mines in
Jefferson County, she walked six miles a day to school in Mossy Creek. Supt. Eaton, after
learning that Appalachian children walked as far as they did, called for more accessible schools
throughout the mountains. To accommodate children who lived far from any school, grassroots
activists restructured traditional kinship bonds to include the less fortunate. Adam A. Hill, an exslave in Washington County, Tennessee, had a leading role in founding a school at Jonesboro by
taking “a very active part in his neighborhood, boarding some [students] and helping others.”50
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claimed to be particularly disheartened to learn that “in certain mountain localities children have
been reported . . . walking six miles to school.” See Eaton, First Report of the Superintendent, 22.
Adam A. Hill had made a name for himself during the war spiriting Union soldiers and Union
47

In many ways, the elasticity of the traditional slave community enabled Appalachian
freedpeople to redefine the boundaries of their own districts by investing time and money in the
education of adjacent freed populations. In this way they promised to solidify the bonds which
linked black neighborhoods throughout the region in freedom, as well. One of the first
indigenous groups to facilitate black school building was the Free School League of East
Tennessee. Founded in 1865 when the Western Freedmen‟s Aid Commission abandoned its
educational activities in Appalachia because incumbent black teachers refused to relinquish their
classrooms to white activists, the Free School League helped establish the Knoxville Freedmen‟s
School, a tuition-free institute which opened New Year‟s day, 1866. All of the League‟s
members pledged “to aid in building school houses, and employing teachers for other
neighborhoods as fast as they can obtain the means.” To compensate for such urgency, the Free
School League used monthly membership dues and the occasional donation to pay its expenses.51
By late 1872, however, the absence of schools in some districts tested the tensile strength
of Appalachia‟s larger black community. Many freedpeople in Anderson County had started
leaving the area and were “moving to schools” because none existed nearby. Quaker missionary
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Yardley Warner sympathized with their plight, and cautioned that emigration would continue
unless schools were “moved to them.” Similar exoduses continued throughout the mountains and,
by 1873, schools in Maryville were “being rapidly filled up by pupils from a distance.”52
As part of a statewide movement during the early 1870s, Knoxville‟s black mechanics,
led by George Washington LeVere, organized into a guild with the express purpose of
monitoring unemployment, but with a close secondary interest in education. The Tennessee
mechanic‟s convention in 1871 required each group of delegates to investigate how many
schools their respective region had, their average grade and attendance, and to document which
schools were supported by the state, by charities, or by private tuition. Surveys such as these held
communities, and especially Tennessee‟s black mechanics, publicly accountable for the
condition of education in Tennessee. 53
In other instances, Appalachian Union Leagues engaged black education and supported
the freedpeople‟s schoolhouse movement. As seen in the composition of the Maryville League
and the motives behind the Parham-Knight affair, freedpeople not only belonged to League
chapters throughout the region, but also made up a large portion of their constituency. It comes
as no surprise, then, that Maryville League members became involved with their town‟s schoolbuilding process. In 1868, the Bureau wrote to League member Thomas J. Lamar to report that it
proposed to offer the freedpeople at “Maryville and vicinity” $300 to help build a school. Union
Leagues did much more. In fulfilling its duties as the political muscle of Radical Republicanism
in Appalachia, the Union League at Elizabethton managed to thwart Conservative attacks on the
52
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local black school. When hostile whites prevented the town‟s freedpeople from holding classes at
“the old Baptist Church,” the town‟s “noble Union League” intervened and won permission from
the county court to hold class in the basement of the courthouse. “Doubtless the Conservatives
thought their much desired object was accomplished and we could not have a room any where,”
mused their teacher, Park Brewster. In fact, the courthouse, unlike the church which Brewster
considered a dreadful “place for a meeting of any kind,” had glass in its windows and likely kept
the elements out. According to Brewster, the change in venue was clear evidence “that the Lord
is indeed opening our way before us.”54
Indeed, the Lord‟s good graces seemed to stretch throughout Appalachia. Spiritual fervor
guided Appalachian freedpeople in their pursuit of self-directed education; and religious groups,
be they individual congregations or ecclesiastical districts, made for natural school-building
constituencies. The adult freedpeople at Cleveland, Tennessee, especially those who were “truly
Religious—pious & devotional,” not only attended night school regularly but were “prompt in
attendance to Church—and triing to get to Heaven,” noted one observer.55
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Urban ministers, those who possessed basic literacy and were accustomed to instructing
people in otherwordly matters, were likewise usual choices to become teachers. Alfred E.
Anderson, the “presiding elder” of Knoxville‟s A.M.E. Zion district and described by white
acquaintances as “a most worthy Christian laborer” and “a man of great influence,” gave up his
small business and devoted his life to serving Appalachian blacks during the war. When the Rev.
Lowery visited Knoxville in early 1865, he noted that the pressure and responsibilities had
started to trouble Anderson and his patient family. “For their benefit under the difficulties,”
wrote Lowery, “I did my best to encourage him, to hold another session. Hoping God would
provide a means for his more extensive usefulness in such a noble & benevolent calling.”
Anderson, despite all his financial setbacks, understood his efforts similarly. He was doing God‟s
work, he preached, and sought no worldly “fortune” for his efforts. If the AMA could not help,
he wrote, “I shal not stop I shal Continew to do All I Can for them god being my helper.”56
A handful of northern blacks, most but not all of whom were infused with the same
religious fervor as their southern counterparts, also taught throughout Appalachia. While
freedpeople and northern blacks subscribed to different cultural practices, they could, if in no
56
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other way, identify with one another racially. For this reason, the all-black Garnet League made
deeper and longer-lasting inroads into Knoxville‟s freed community than other philanthropies. At
first, the Garnet League sent only one black female teacher to Appalachia. In a matter of months,
her school grew large enough to require another teacher and the black community at Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania sent O.L.C. Hughes, a formally educated black minister, to act as principal and
superintendent. Under Hughes‟s direction, the Garnet League school continued to prosper. In the
estimation of Brownlow‟s Knoxville Whig, Hughes “seem[ed] to have adopted the proper plan to
meet the wants of his people.”57
Hughes‟s success as the Garnet League‟s director catapulted him to the forefront of
Knoxville‟s black leadership. His transition from educator to leader followed a path blazed by
earlier, native black teachers and school builders who remained in positions of power throughout
Appalachia. Appointed chairman of the resolutions committee at the political convention of East
Tennessee freedmen in 1867, Hughes composed a lengthy preamble and list of resolutions that
reaffirmed the commitment of Appalachian blacks to Radical Republicanism and refused to
recognize any state or federal legislature that denied the civil rights of Tennessee‟s black
residents. Behind his rhetorical flourishes, Hughes‟s word choice throughout the document—
turns of phrase like “we, the colored people of this city of Knoxville and East Tennessee” and
“this acknowledgment of our manhood and citizenship”—illustrate that Hughes and his new
Appalachian neighbors readily identified with one another. In a poignant conclusion, Hughes and
the resolutions committee reaffirmed their belief “that education is the strong and potent shield to
57
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protect us from the arm of oppression . . . we will, with one accord unite our hands and hearts to
shed abroad among us the gifts of mental light, that we may think right, vote right, and do
right.”58
Not all northern black teachers were accepted so readily and just as mountain freedpeople
excluded white missionaries, so too did they reject black teachers who failed to envision a shared
future or act as proper role models and leaders. At Strawberry Plains, northern black teachers,
Junius Jones and “Mr. Luck,” used frequent beatings to discipline their students. In general, the
two “treated the colored students more as if they were dogs than humans,” Rachel Cruz recalled.
Such treatment too closely resembled the slavery they left. After one thumping too many, a male
classmate fought back and gave Jones “a good whipping.” Jones and Luck never again taught at
Strawberry Plains. “[T]he community,” Cruz remembered, “sent both of them packing and
brought other teachers from Knoxville.” More than abuse could turn black neighborhoods off of
prospective black teachers. At Greeneville, Tennessee, the freedpeople turned away William H.
Hillery because of his questionable integrity. The presiding minister at Greeneville‟s Zion
Methodist Church and a married man, Hillery was notorious for “passing” as a bachelor. A
teacher with such a reputation, the freedpeople decided, was unfit for any Greeneville classroom,
let alone the pulpit.59
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That mountain blacks refused to submit to the moral failings of black teachers and would
instead go teacher-less for an unknown amount of time reveals both the self-awareness of
Appalachian blacks and the ways they conceived of themselves as a group. The postbellum
community black highlanders constructed distributed power across a wide spectrum of black
institutions. They, in effect, had created an independent political culture, where they did not wait
for formal recognition or enfranchisement by an external body or government. Theirs was a
system driven by the immediacy of local affairs with the long-term consequences of communal
autonomy and self-direction. Freedom was no longer an imagined existence, but a very real
condition, one in which schools owned and operated by ex-slaves could stand adjacent to (or
even meet in) the courthouses that held their bills of sale. Northern missionaries and Bureau
representatives did galvanize black neighborhoods, but in ways unintended. Kept at arm‟s length,
white philanthropies played second-fiddle to the self-determination of Appalachian blacks. That
whites nevertheless remained concerned about their standing in Appalachia‟s black community
suggests that the political winds in the South had indeed shifted. Freedpeople, by erecting
symbols of their freedom, had created a separate community within Appalachia, one which
shared the same physical space with the region‟s white population but was nonetheless defined
by and for themselves.
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Chapter 2: “They cannot agree”: School-Building Negotiations and Community
Politics

The postwar world Appalachian Tennessee freedpeople built piecemeal from the artifacts
of slavery and the promises of freedom was also a chaotic world in which power was relative
rather than certain. Blacks and whites, northerners and southerners, all sought to mold something
familiar from the strangeness of postbellum society. But from 1865 to 1870, by trying to create
something recognizable, the competing agendas of the Reconstruction era fashioned something
entirely new. In few places was this more evident than in the school-building process. This is not
readily apparent in the existing scholarship because historians have told the story of black
education either from the side of northern missionaries or from the perspective of southern
blacks. And when the two sides do become part of the same story, their interactions are more
combative than collaborative.60
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The development of black education in Appalachian Tennessee reveals a process in
which ex-slaves and external aid groups negotiated the terms of school building. In the five years
after the Civil War, a multitude of northern missionaries, Freedmen‟s Bureau representatives
(both groups were Radical Republicans), sympathetic natives, and mountain freedpeople built
schools by trying to solve common problems with mutually accommodating solutions. Through a
constant exchange of letters and mass meetings school builders learned each other‟s wants and
plans, and discussed possible solutions. How much money could the freedpeople raise, the
Bureau would ask. How much money could the Freedmen‟s Bureau give, freedpeople would
counter. We want a new schoolhouse of our own, freedpeople would stipulate. Why not rent one
and refurbish it, the Freedmen‟s Bureau would respond. And so on. Throughout the mountains,
the paternalistic impulse of northern aid groups collided with the self-determined motivation of
the freedpeople. Theirs was a partnership built through a communication network mountain
blacks and northern whites created together, and one in which neither side dominated the
discussion or told the other what to do. 61
Black Community in Post-Emancipation Maryland,” in Cimbala and Miller eds., The
Freedmen‟s Bureau and Reconstruction (New York, 1999), 288-314. For educational
experiences from the perspective of freedpeople and for instances in which whites refused to
work with blacks see, Heather Andrea Williams, Self-Taught: African American Education in
Slavery and Freedom (Chapel Hill, N.C., 2005), 80-95.
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School building and its negotiations also offer considerable insight into how freedpeople
shaped power and assigned leadership in their own communities. A successful negotiation
presumes that mountain freedpeople from the same community agreed to collective stipulations
and common aspirations, and that they approached the northern aid groups speaking with one
voice. While instances existed in which both sides reached common understandings, competing
agendas rent freed communities into rival factions, the consequences of which stalled
negotiations and even prevented the construction of schools. This chapter uses school building as
a lens into the internal politics of Tennessee‟s Appalachian freed villages to demonstrate that
black communities outside major southern cities were not as monolithic as many historians
indicate.62
“the middle ground was a realm of constant invention” in which “misunderstandings or
accidents” actually facilitated the collaboration of different cultures in the pursuit of a common
goal in colonial New France. In both colonial New France and Reconstruction Tennessee the
middle ground is used to build something new. While the same in principle, the middle ground as
it relates to school building existed in a slightly different realm, for it operated in the back-andforth exchange of letters rather than in intricate treaties or physical rituals described by White.
See Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes
Region, 1650-1815 (New York, 1991), ix-xi, 50-93, 145, 173. The Bureau‟s involvement tended
to reflect the efforts by the freedpeople, for the harder the freedpeople worked the more willing
the Bureau was to offer aid. See Williams, Self-Taught, 36.
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School building meant fashioning relationships and allegiances with people of similar
circumstances and in the process developing a new system of grassroots party politics. Their
resulting debates, which defined the school-building process, reveal ideological conflicts in
Appalachian Tennessee‟s black community. Freedpeople did not build schools in a vacuum,
however, and placed within the context of Tennessee‟s party formation after black
enfranchisement in 1867, the alliances made during the state‟s party wrangling and at the schoolbuilding level become mutually enforcing. While some freedpeople sought a common ground
with northern aid groups on which to negotiate the terms of their relationship, other freedpeople
resisted and pursued a different, even contradictory course. In at least two instances, when
divergent principles collided, black communities divided.
The conversations and complex interrelations that characterized school-building in
Appalachia often began with simple gestures: an inquiry placed in the newspaper, a
recommendation by a friend or by a friend of a friend, an introductory letter. Organizations and
individuals interested in black education used these preliminary steps to connect to people of like
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minds and interests, and to gather information. To locate one another, educational activists built
new communication networks, initially from the Bureau‟s headquarters in Nashville, eastward
throughout the mountains and northward to New York. Quickly, dispatches began to move in all
directions, to and, more importantly, from the mountains.
While the war devastated much of Appalachia‟s countryside, the region‟s communication
infrastructure stayed intact. Unionist newspapers remained in print, enabling those interested in
black education to reach readers across the state. East Tennessee railroads and regional
steamboat lines continued to run, facilitating individual movement and encouraging mass
gatherings. And mail service—the lynchpin of the network—resumed. Through the constant
exchange of letters, whites and blacks negotiated the boundaries of their relationships.
To create the necessary social networks, the Bureau, the northern aid groups, and the
freedpeople tapped into Tennessee‟s existing mass-communication systems. By placing
advertisements for black schools in Republican newspapers—the Nashville Daily Press & Times,
Brownlow‟s Knoxville Whig, and the Colored Tennessean (first published in Nashville, but
moved by its owners to Maryville, where they changed its name to the Maryville Republican)—
people interested in black education reached audiences across the state. Where once newspapers
announced fugitive-slave escapes, they now published snippets about “teaching & in reference to
the Freedmens Schools in all parts of the country,” noted John Tate, a literate black man from
Clinton, Tennessee, in 1865. And if southern newspapers once publicized slave auctions, they
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now noted that freedpeople forced slaveholders to provide access to education in their labor
contracts.63
The Bureau‟s and the AMA‟s earliest newspaper announcements were put out as feelers,
fact-finders with which to judge the condition of black education in all parts of Tennessee. John
Tate, like many others, wrote to the AMA in response to its “procklamations which apeared . . .
from time to time in the Colored Tennessean” in 1865. “It seems,” said Tate, “that it is the duty
of Some person to report all Schools that have been Kep for the use of the Colored people.” For
its records, Tate told the AMA that Clinton had yet to receive any aid from the government, even
though many of his black neighbors were Union veterans. But he also recounted how he took the
initiative to hold classes in the town‟s Methodist Church. “[T]he ambition of the white people
was Soon inraged,” he wrote, and they forced him to abandon the school. In response, his
neighbors, with their “Broad axis,” built a new school from Appalachian hardwoods, and hired
Calvin Adkins, a white man who, while poor himself, “is all righ to teach.” A self-sufficient
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black town and a white highlander willing to teach for a pittance was the kind of story the AMA
hoped to hear.64
Existing black schools likewise used area newspapers to raise funds and to tell their own
story. In a period when black freedom seemed tenuous at best, the Knoxville Freedmen‟s School
put out front-page advertisements in Brownlow‟s Knoxville Whig promoting its history and
mission. To begin, the school resisted attempts by the Western Freedmen‟s Aid Society to
replace its black teachers with northern whites. To ensure that the school stayed open, local
freedpeople created a civil league to raise money. All publicity may be good publicity, but this
publicity—written by Rev. Alfred Anderson, himself—was exceptionally good. Never one to
waste opportunities, the determined Anderson reminded readers with a final side note that
“Collections may be sent to [him], Superintendent.”65
Moreover, the school-building network spread by way of reputation. Through countless
letters and meetings, school builders judged the sensibility and dependability of their peers by
whom they knew. Take “Mr. Knight” at Maryville, an immigrant who ceased to be a stranger
once sympathetic highlanders realized he came through Gen. O.O. Howard‟s recommendation.
Take Park Brewster, a Connecticut transplant in Elizabethton, who, in the opinion of one Bureau
agent, “is an able teacher.” “A letter addressed to him,” the agent continued, “would elicit
interesting information.” At Jefferson County, Judge James P. Swann was, according to a
neighbor, “one of the best men that could be got” to help organize schools. Likewise, school
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builders gauged the reputations of whole communities, to determine whether a “town is reliable
and favorable,” through the information they gleaned from the network.66
Using newspapers and common experiences, the network developed slowly, and it seems
to have taken eighteen to twenty-four months from the end of the war for the school-building
network to mature. During the Bureau‟s infancy, organizing departments and making contacts
was what one western Tennessee commander called “being rapidly systemized . . . to the mutual
advantage of the Planters and Freedmen.” The network in Appalachia, while not made “rapidly,”
was “systemized” by late 1866. It was then that it began to snowball, gathering strength in its
numbers and intricacy.67
To quicken the process, the Bureau sent paid circuit-riders throughout Appalachia with
the express purpose of “establishing schools” and making connections. Hermann Bokum, a rider
in upper Appalachian Tennessee, traveled more than anyone. A German immigrant, Bokum had
66
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worked as a preacher and teacher in Pennsylvania for 28 years before moving to Tennessee in
1855. He was an ardent Unionist, but unlike other Appalachian unionists, seemed to harbor
antislavery sentiments. His itinerary for late May of 1867 reveals his dizzying mobility: starting
May 10th, he would visit “several points of interest” around his home in Jonesboro, Washington
County, and then “visit Blountville the County Seat of Sullivan County on the 20th of May, and
in the same week Bristol and Kingsport in the same county. In the week following I propose to
go to Tailorsville in Johnson County, and on my way to spend a day in Elizabethton to make a
final arrangement for the purchase of a lot” all the while remaining “especially interested” in the
conditions at Rogersville and Greeneville.68
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Those were all return trips, Bokum having visited them throughout the winter of 1866-67,
but they were important follow-ups. In February 1867, he detailed what he had done “or
attempted to do to advance the objects of the Bureau” in Hawkins County. For nearly a week he
stayed at Rogersville, calling weekend meetings with many of the county‟s freedpeople. More
importantly, “the four days I have spent here,” he wrote, “I have kept my room almost constantly
in order to give them full opportunity of conferring with me.” One of his visitors was Jourdan
Natherland, “a highly respectable colored man,” who in Bokum‟s estimation should be, and
eventually became, a trusted contact. The more people he met, the more he learned of their lives,
their poverty, and their desires, the more he became convinced that “while things are
discouraging at present, they will not be always so.” His stay there complete, he left for his next
appointment in Jonesboro.69
Bokum extended the Bureau‟s reach across the mountains, repeating his efforts town
after town, meeting, advising, reporting, at the expense of everyone‟s safety. By late April he
arrived in Elizabethton and “conferred with those who are interested in the welfare of the colored
race—or profess to be.” His suspicions were well founded. The people he first met with
recommended that he avoid controversy and “not speak publicly on the subject of the school
because there were some influential men who thought that such a movement if now made would
excite very strong feelings against it.” The town‟s freedpeople held impromptu classes, but the
whites, he observed, took little interest in their own education and thus resented any black gains.
69
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In a zero-sum society such as this, prudence demanded secrecy, and following their advice, he
stayed mum.70
That Sunday, Bokum secretly met with “three leading colored men” of Elizabethton:
William Smith, Rufus Taylor (who had contacted the Bureau previously), and Emanuel Tipton.
At the meeting, Bokum learned of their torched schoolhouse outside of town and of the classes
the freedpeople held in the woods. He also learned that a rebel had proposed to sell the
freedpeople a lot nearby, but pressure from other whites convinced him to rescind the offer. The
next day Bokum met with the town‟s white leaders. With the skill of a seasoned negotiator, he
reminded them that Tennessee‟s freedpeople had by that point been enfranchised, warning one
who planed to run for office “that he was sure to kill himself politically if he continued . . . to
oppose the establishing of a school among the colored population.” His reasoning worked.
Political dynamics had certainly shifted, and a month later he returned to find that whites now
supported black education. Still, they took no action. By early June, however, he received an
“urgent request to address” both blacks and whites at Elizabethton about securing a lot and
building a black school. “The current of opinion which six weeks ago was so unfavorable to their
having a school is now altogether the other way.”71
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father of five, worked in a wool factory and owned $300 in land and personal estate. Tipton, also
31, worked as a farmhand, and while he owned no land, had accrued $500 of personal property.
Tipton‟s children were infants in 1867, too young to even attend the school he was helping to
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As Bokum scoured the mountains meeting with blacks and whites, he paved the way for
others to take his place at each town—to become, in effect, those who would go between the
Bureau, the freedpeople, and native whites if need be. The Bureau terminated Bokum‟s contract
shortly after his speech at Elizabethton, but the Bureau‟s presence remained in the mountains.
When Park Brewster took over at Elizabethton, Bokum requested that he inform the Bureau of
the town‟s “endeavours to organize a colored school.” Expanding Bokum‟s initiatives, Brewster
cultivated relationships with the town‟s freedpeople, relying on William Smith‟s advice,
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especially. Brewster also contacted agents in nearby towns, notably “Mr. Squire” at Jonesboro
who, as he noted, had “been appointed in the place of Father Bokum.”72
And so it was that Bokum introduced the Bureau to upper Appalachian Tennessee. As his
itinerancy demonstrates, school building necessitated more than lots, buildings, and books, for it
entailed making and sustaining human relationships with both races. But questions lingered
about native white trustworthiness. Native white reputations were subject to broad opinions, and
a reliable contact in one circle might be despised in another. Regardless, sympathetic highlanders,
those with temperaments similar to Calvin Adkins or Judge Swann, were rare. Subscribers to
Unionist newspapers or attendees at Radical rallies—those most exposed to the intricacies of
school building—did not necessarily support black education.
It was more likely that native Unionists opposed black education and especially resented
the northern missionaries who started showing up in the region. In Knoxville, black education
split white opinion along class lines. “[S]o far as East Tennessee is concerned,” T.D.P. Stone
wrote to the AMA from Knoxville, “there‟s great misconception of the actual state of public
sentiment here on this subject. Intelligent whites are not against educating blacks,” he noted with
double emphasis. But they refused to support efforts which favored black children “while white
children are utterly neglected.” And at Greeneville, in 1867, the National Union sarcastically
recommended to “those fanatical missionary characters in our midst . . . that they return to
„God‟s Country,‟ as a wide field is open for their impudent philanthropic interference there,
without the sacrifice of journeying „so far from home‟.” Nevertheless, the Bureau, betraying its
72
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reservations about the freedpeople‟s judiciousness, seemed confident that white highlanders
warranted a spot at the table.73
The irony was that the Bureau, in attempting to extend its paternalistic reach in the
mountains, often relied on the freedpeople for white contacts. While itinerants like Bokum
recommended mountain whites to the Bureau, it was more common for the Bureau to ask
freedpeople to forward it “the names of one or two of the most friendly white men” in each
mountain town. Northern aid groups needed to know to confide in this white person, but to avoid
that one, to eschew that town, and to solicit this one—information they hoped to glean from the
freedpeople. If the Bureau intended to solidify white supremacy in the building process, it failed,
for ex-slaves knew white reputations intimately and they used this knowledge to shape their
relationship with the Bureau. Freedpeople ultimately decided which white highlanders and
carpetbaggers to invite into the network and which to exclude. The three whites Newport black
Samuel Paterson recommended were, he reminded the Bureau, “all the infermation I think
necessary.” It was not necessarily an easy decision, and one with major implications for later
73
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discussions. The Bureau‟s condescending policy nevertheless ensured that it received reliable
contacts. That the Bureau depended on ex-slaves for information so early in the school-building
process greatly strengthened black claims for equal standing when both groups began to
negotiate the terms of physical construction.74
Freedpeople had their own communication system already in place when the Bureau
arrived and school builders used it, too, to enlarge their network. Throughout the South, Black
Belt and mountain slaves alike wove together a grapevine telegraph on which “[t]he news and
mutterings of great events were swiftly carried from one plantation to another,” noted Booker T.
Washington. Over long distances and over mountainous terrain Appalachian freedpeople ferried
school-building information to one another through their own grapevine, which was then often
communicated to the Bureau. At Greeneville, for instance, the Bureau‟s primary contact, Joel
Terrell, received “several letters from these upper counties about colored schools. They have
heard by way of the colored people that I was trying to get up one in Greeneville.”75
In Knoxville network building is harder to discern, but it likewise tapped into established
black systems. First, Knoxville‟s dense population eliminated the need for the extensive travels
Bokum undertook. Second, Knoxville‟s freedpeople had access to more and better resources than
74
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those in rural towns: less than a mile outside the city was a middle class black village called East
Port where most residents were homeowners rather than renters, and where the United
Presbyterian Mission held classes in a building owned by one East Port resident. Finally,
Knoxville‟s black leaders often communicated directly with the Bureau and northern aid groups,
eliminating the need for individuals like Bokum. No less than three philanthropies established
branches in Knoxville immediately after the war. Black preachers and teachers personally knew
these missionaries, traveled on occasion to both Nashville and New York, and received missives
directly from the Bureau‟s district office in the city.76
Knoxville‟s truncated network often began and ended with Reverends Alfred Anderson
and George W. LeVere. Their literacy enabled both teachers to bypass third-party messengers,
and their prominence as ministers placed them before large audiences. In 1866, the “Union
Presbytary” appointed LeVere “to organize Schools where ever and whenever it could be done,”
and he worked tirelessly raising money. Poverty hindered much of his efforts, and he asked the
Bureau for money to finish his building project, thus opening an active link in Knoxville‟s
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communication chain. While LeVere exchanged intermittent letters with the Bureau‟s
Superintendent David Burt, and while Anderson contacted the AMA, Samuel Walker, the
Bureau sub-commissioner at Knoxville, fashioned a more immediate link with them both. As
early as the fall of 1866, Walker used both ministers to convey to their respective congregations
messages pertaining to local labor and educational matters. By 1868, Anderson and LeVere were
his most influential contacts: shortly before a well-known Bureau liaison and educator from
Chattanooga was scheduled to address Knoxville‟s freedpeople, Walker requested that LeVere
“make this announcement to your congregation and make arrangements with the Rev Mr
Anderson to allow [the speaker] the use of one of the school rooms either in your church or his.”
Walker sent Anderson the same letter.77
Regardless of where or how networks took root, letter writing nurtured them. From far
away Delaware County, New York, potential teachers who wanted to contact the Bureau
engaged the regional network and “corresponded” with highlanders. Garrulous white contacts in
the mountains, such as Ohio transplant Joel Terrell at Greeneville, wrote frequent letters to the
Bureau as heated debates and shifting opinions required constant updating. Others wrote
77
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sporadically, as New York-born C.T.C. Deake at Jonesboro did, providing intermittent reports.
Still other, more reticent observers wrote but once. Thomas Johnson at Elizabethton, for instance,
“took some pains to find out the sentiments of the colored people in regard to education,” and
said no more.78
Just as often, mountain blacks spoke for themselves, for black highlanders authored a
surprising number of the letters aid groups received from Appalachian Tennessee. A recent study
estimates that while ten percent of all Appalachian slaves could read, only two percent could
write. At least one observer noted in 1865 that “The blacks [around Knoxville] always had
greater privleges here than in most other sections. More of them could read, more had property.”
While the actual number of literate slaves and free blacks in antebellum Appalachian Tennessee
is indeterminable, a handful turned skills they learned in secret into powerful tools after the war.
John Tate, at Clinton, Alfred Anderson and Charles Brooks, from Knoxville, Lewis Braxton at
Kingston, Samuel Paterson, from Newport, Samuel Johnson and William H. Hillery, at
78
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to the Bureau. See C.T.C. Deake to Supt. Burt, 10 Jan. 1867, Jonesboro, Tenn., BRFAL, Recs.
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Greeneville, and William B. Scott, at Maryville, were all custodians of political and schoolbuilding discussions.79
But the weather conspired against these school builders as heavy winter precipitation
caused record spring flooding and the cessation of mail service in early 1867. Overland mountain
travel was hard in good conditions; add washed-out roads and travel became, as Hermann
Bokum described it on February 22, “a regular tramp through the mud.” But mud was a minor
concern. At Kingston, the river rose higher than anyone could remember; Lewis Braxton
estimated that it crested ten to twelve feet above its normal level. Kingston‟s freedpeople lived
on the cheapest, hence the lowest, land in town and the freshet washed away many of their
homes. Additionally, all communication had ceased with “the whole country being flooded.”
Regular mail service from larger Appalachia towns to Nashville usually took two or three days,
and at smaller towns the mails ran two days per week. The flood, however, delayed mail service
for the entire month of March. When finally Braxton heard from Burt, he assumed the letter
doubtless “has been lying in some office where the mails have been accumulating.” As the
waters receded school building began in earnest. 80
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What started as a series of introductions became, by 1867, an uneasy partnership, as
mountain blacks and northern whites grew more acquainted. Such cooperation was the product
of a fragile dependency, where each side had or represented something the other sought. For
whites indoctrinated in bourgeois Protestantism, helping ex-slaves build schools gave them a
sense of purpose and worth. The Bureau “never had a more important work” according to Supt.
Burt, for ex-slaves were “a people to which the nation owes the duty of providing for its
education while in its present state of transition to the actual possession of Freedom.” Bureau
agents and missionaries felt personally responsible for teaching mountain blacks how to live
what they considered virtuous lives in an immoral world—lives dedicated to self-restraint and
their community, with a touch of Radicalism. Sympathetic whites underscored their “duty in the
Bonds of love and true Respect” and others had “the honor in labors of Love” to educate black
highlanders. Bokum, himself a minister, felt charged to give “to the colored people an
enlightened colored ministry” which he hoped would sustain his involvement as it nurtured black
self-dependence.81
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Their motives were as diverse as their faiths. The most self-righteous missionaries
approached school building with the passion of a nineteenth-century crusade, even though many
did not plan on remaining in Appalachia for long. The freedpeople at Elizabethton would surely
make productive citizens, pontificated Park Brewster, because they “have the pleasure of
knowing that God and all true Philanthropists are on their side.” Still others worked for posterity.
When future scholars finally “write the history of the moral conflict through which we are
passing,” Supt. Burt told a group of teachers, he felt confident that they “will honor our work as
it may deserve.” And according to one observer, Knoxville missionary R.J. Creswell, after
suffering repeated insults and threats from anti-education whites, “sincerely deems himself a
martyr.”82
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The creation of local institutions delineated power relations within black neighborhoods,
engaged blacks in local and state politics, and engendered self-expression amid larger
community goals, but from a practical standpoint the tenuous alliance blacks fashioned with
northern whites had more to do with money than martyrdom. For freedmen like John Tate who
“went to work on my own responcibilites” building schoolhouses, the Bureau and the AMA
represented the means to maintain and improve their classrooms. Perfectly capable of erecting
and briefly supporting their own schools, the freedpeople nevertheless sought better resources.
Rampant poverty hindered school-building prospects throughout the region and, as was the case
at Kingston, most freedpeople were “very poor, and badly supplied with even the common
necessaries of life.” Few could “contribute any thing to the cause” and their sparse resources
often failed to accommodate the school-age population. Tate‟s village was no different and he
sought “the ade of the freedmen‟s Bureau” in order to pay their teacher‟s salary for the spring
term. Park Brewster, for one, “was obliged to disappoint a large number” of his students when he
ran out of spelling books, and he implored the AMA to send as many Bibles and primers as
possible.83
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On paper, the people and groups who entered the school-building process nurtured a
common identity through the language of friendship, a gesture intended to overshadow the
divisive potential of their diverse motives. Freedpeople and whites, especially, imagined
themselves as participants in a common cause which required that they think of themselves as
part of a new community. Pretensions to friendship quickly became idiomatic. As much as white
groups struggled to synchronize their agendas, they eagerly reassured one another, as Knoxville
resident Thomas Humes did in 1866, of their “friendly sympathy with the good work which
[Bureau agents] have in hand ” regarding black education. White teachers reminded their black
students to “pray for their friends at the North,” all the while wishing “[philanthropists] and all
the Friends of the Freedmen much success in the good work.”84
Mountain blacks, too, wrote in a dialect of friendship so as to identify with the region‟s
educational mission. When a missionary at Maryville returned to Ohio in 1868, she left “a host
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of friends who will always remember her with kindness,” wrote newspaper editors William B.
Scott and his son. And even while reaffirming his self-dependence, it should be remembered
from earlier, one Blountville freedman referred to missionary groups and philanthropies as “our
friends in the North.”85
All was not as it seemed, however, for behind the rhetoric of friendship white bureaucrats
and ex-slaves remained skeptical of each other. As such, general misgiving and mutual suspicion
characterized their school-building alliance. Both northerners and freedpeople wondered how
eagerly they should identify with each other, and their suspicions threatened to overshadow their
common interests. Land ownership—whether schoolhouses built partially with Bureau funding
should be deeded to the freedpeople or the government—forced some of these questions to the
surface. At Greeneville, the freedpeople proposed to raise money and erect a schoolhouse, but
Joel Terrell predicted that the Bureau would have to furnish it and he asked Supt. Burt if “the
Deed or article of the land be taken in the name of the „Bureau‟ or for the benefit & use of the
colored people.” His question had practical implications because aid workers believed
arsonists— described by Park Brewster as those “Conservatives & Rebels that fear neither God
or regard man” but dread the retribution of the federal government—would be less willing to set
fire to federal property. But his question also reveals much about how aid groups understood the
position of freedpeople in a society reliant on literacy and written contracts.86
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Bureau agents and missionaries, known as “„abolition teachers‟” in Knoxville, often
framed their perceptions of ex-slaves before they arrived in the South, and believed that blacks
lived in a state of primitivism. “It is not to be expected, that schools originating solely with and
managed by a people just out of slavery will be on a higher plan than themselves in respect of
intelligence and morality,” Supt. Burt wrote in September of 1867. With such expectations,
illiteracy and ignorance often became a requisite characteristic of southern blackness in the
minds of many northern whites. And while some mountain freedpeople could read and write,
early reports of widespread mountain illiteracy reinforced their generalizations. In Supt. Burt‟s
estimation, ex-slaves needed to be given culture. Questions thus lingered whether whites and
blacks would be equal partners.87
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AMA Secretary E.M. Cravath thought not. As he recommended to Burt two months
earlier when it came to matters of deeds and contracts: “Please be careful & have settled
agreements & a full understanding beforehand as these colored people are not as good as their
words would sometimes indicate.” Cravath warned Burt to obtain written contracts as protection
against the perceived dishonesty of Tennessee freedpeople. Verbal contracts may have worked in
the slave quarters but they were now not enough to alleviate white apprehensions. Nor was
Cravath alone. After receiving the incorrect salary, missionary Park Brewster complained that
“They have learned from some source to lie and cheat and make fair promises and never keep
them.” Illiteracy made freedpeople unreliable, if not dangerous, business partners.88
Literate black highlanders countered prevailing white attitudes by speaking out. Like
their white counterparts, blacks cautiously approached their partnership. To most ex-slaves,
missionaries and Bureau agents were utter strangers. Even after prolonged interaction as school
builders and financers, as students and teachers, and as constituencies and politicians, some
blacks were still uncertain about white motives and wondered publicly if they could be trusted.
Were Yankees using freedpeople as financial or political tools? Were southern whites tricking
them? Using his own literary skills, Rev. LeVere revealed in an 1868 exposé in Brownlow‟s
Knoxville Whig that mountain blacks indeed suspected whites of harboring ulterior motives.
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Appalachian freedpeople were “aware that there are individuals in the community who pretend
friendship to, and would, if they could, make the colored man believe that they are his best and
only true friends,” he wrote. “At the same time they are using their limited intelligence, and what
may be called very common sense, to ignore, underrate and decry the colored men of
America.”89
Strong words, these, for 1868. But LeVere did not mince them and neither did Charles
Brooks, an administrator of the Knoxville Freedmen‟s School. If white philanthropists were to
work alongside the Free School League of East Tennessee, then the AMA would do well to be
sincere with Brooks and his more famous partner, Rev. Alfred Anderson. “We desire a full
understanding of your plans and conditions,” wrote Brooks to the AMA, “and we will deal truely
with you.” Anything less would undermine their combined efforts.90
The inevitable product of the collision of black self-determinism and white paternalism,
their wariness was a cumbersome, but not a fatal, obstacle. In nearly every sense school building
was a contest of wills, a political process buried deeply in local meaning with consequences that
extended well beyond the confines of the southern mountains. Despite their reservations, and
with communication lines open but with defensive lines drawn, whites and blacks tried to
maintain working relationships enough to create what one historian has called a “middle ground”
where different peoples reached mutually agreeable conclusions to a common problem.91
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In order to do so, however, mountain blacks and northern whites looked to the individuals
who had been caught in the middle of the network-building process and were now responsible
for keeping communication open. Because Supt. Burt rarely traveled to the mountains, and
because mountain freedpeople seldom went to Nashville, these middlemen were responsible for
funneling information in all directions. Freedpeople and northern aid groups negotiated schoolbuilding terms through mass meetings and letters. As Charles Brooks pointed out to the AMA,
neither side could tell the other how, where, when, or with what plan to build schools.
Middlemen thus managed a new exchange in which black aspirations and white administrative
polices provided the necessary balance to their negotiations and hence to the building process.
Neither side seemed to be able to dictate terms to the other.92
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Merrell offers a much darker interpretation of the interaction of different peoples in their
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colonial Europeans and Indians “tried to build bridges of understanding” between one another,
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them.” See Merrell, Into the American Woods, 53.
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It was no coincidence that those individuals who sustained the school-building network in
its infancy became prominent intermediaries. These go-betweens, like go-betweens throughout
the ages, evade easy categorization. All were literate men, but they were black and white,
northern and southern, rich and poor, old and young. Ohioan Joel Terrell, black preacher William
Hillery, and freedman Samuel Johnson, at Greeneville, white lawyer C.T.C. Deake, at Jonesboro,
black farmer Lewis Braxton, at Kingston, George LeVere and German immigrant Frederick
Schade, at Knoxville, and the meandering black minister from Connecticut, Amos G. Beman,
were but a handful of established intermediaries.93

For the purposes of this paper, the intermediary was a critical component of the middle
ground, for school building was very much about delineating mutually accepted plans, budgets,
proposals, and site and teacher selections; the freedpeople and the external aid groups, in essence,
gave to get, and got to give. Merrell‟s ultimate conclusion, that while go-betweens mediated
conversations between different peoples they never actually found any common ground on which
to negotiate does not jibe with Appalachian school building during Reconstruction. For unlike in
colonial Pennsylvania, if a go-between refused to listen or failed to do his job truthfully in
Appalachian Tennessee, he was excommunicated from the entire social network. In only one
instance, it seems, was the go-between complicit in the breakdown of the Bureau‟s
communication with the freedpeople.
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Regardless of an intermediary‟s background or where he worked, all performed similar
duties. Throughout the mountains they undertook the seemingly simple task of receiving and
sending letters. But the Bureau knew them not simply as a courier or a reporter, but as an “Agent
&c.,” a title of suitable ambiguity. The vagueness of “etcetera” reveals more about their wideranging duties than if stated outright because they sometimes spoke for the Bureau, sometimes
on behalf of freedpeople, and in still other instances, on behalf of themselves.94
Go-betweens were the Bureau‟s eyes and ears in the mountains, reporting the process,
progress, and pitfalls of black school building. They received Bureau missives and disseminated
Supt. Burt‟s letters, as one go-between at Greeneville did, “inquiring after the ability of the
colored People . . . in aiding in the Suport of a school in that place &c.” And they imparted
clarification and counsel on Bureau policies. At one mass meeting, Amos Beman read an open
letter to the freedpeople at Strawberry Plains, where “each point, or question [was] fully
explained.” And again at New Market, Beman told Burt, “I communicated your letter to them . . .
minister. See Ninth U.S. Census, 1870, Connecticut, New Haven, Ward 1, p.54. For additional
information on Beman, see Taylor, The Negro in Tennessee, 53.
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[but] did not could not advise them to buy the property but referred them to you.” In other
instances, the Bureau explicitly requested Maryville middleman Thomas J. Lamar to publicize
the Bureau‟s $300 allowance and to “please advise the Freedmen in this matter.”95
At the other end, intermediaries spent much of their time talking with freedpeople. “The
colored people came to me last evening” with a plan to build a school, Greeneville go-between
Joel Terrell noted in late November of 1866. Terrell also went to them and soon after their first
conversation he again “talked with the leading colored people of the place” about educational
matters. But if issues remained unsolved, everyone was brought together: “I have called a
meeting of the colored people,” he wrote, “to see what they will give in work, money, &c., &c.”
All such discussions provided a broad sampling of black opinion to be distilled for the Bureau‟s
records.96
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And so what they communicated had vital importance. As much as go-betweens talked,
they also wrote, transcribing black opinions, thoughts, and aspirations. Their accuracy in
depicting black ambitions was as important as their ability to render correctly the Bureau‟s
messages to the freedpeople. If the go-between was himself a freedman his task was less
interpretive, but equally crucial. Ideally, go-betweens wrote letters, as one in Knoxville did, only
“in compliance with the freedmen amongst whom I labor.” Compliance demanded that they
speak of black self-direction and autonomy, and they often did so. Although Beman needed to
clarify specific Bureau policies at Strawberry Plains, the town‟s freedpeople had long debated
erecting a schoolhouse. When the inquiry from Burt arrived, Beman replied that the freedpeople
would respond “in due time” once they, as a group, weighed their options and carefully studied
the Bureau‟s policies. All were anxious to begin, but nothing need be done hastily.97
Black and white go-betweens managed a pivotal link, mediating the extended
conversations between groups of people who sought to build schools but rarely expressed their
opinions or judgments directly to each other. It was a delicate balancing act for much meaning
could be and was lost in the intermediary‟s hands. As much as they facilitated conversation,
intermediaries also muddled the flow of information, creating rumors and redistributing power
during the school-building process.
Nowhere was the go-between more complicit in the collapse of communication than at
Jonesboro. At the center of the trouble was a white, New York-born lawyer named C.T.C. Deake.
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A man of middling means, Deake received his first inquiry from Supt. Burt in mid-November of
1866, and there the trouble started. Yes, the freedpeople wanted a school, he reported; no, they
did not own a schoolhouse, but could rent one; no, no teachers lived in Jonesboro, but he heard
that a “well qualified” black Methodist preacher lived in Greeneville and was “anxious” to teach.
In fact, wrote Deake, “a Colored Teacher would be preferred . . . and [the one at Greeneville]
would give general satisfaction.”98
The teacher in question was William H. Hillery, the pastor at Greeneville‟s Zion
Methodist Church, who sparked controversy everywhere he went. In 1865, Hillery declined a
missionary appointment from the AMA, only to request it a week later once he became a minister
at Greeneville. Rebuffed by the AMA, Hillery began exchanging letters with the Bureau by the
fall of 1866. Curious, Supt. Burt asked around and discovered that Secretary Cravath of the
AMA, Greeneville middleman Joel Terrell, and Greeneville freedpeople all opposed Hillery‟s
appointment. “[B]y all accounts,” wrote Terrell, “Mr Hillery (the colored man) is not the man
you want in any School. He has a bad reputation as to honesty &c.” A rumored philanderer,
Hillery was according “to all the best information . . . a bad man.” But Terrell also confessed
“that white teachers will do better in any School than colored, the influence will be better for the
cause.” And Cravath agreed, for he had “not the confidence enough in the managing ability of
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colored teachers.” If Hillery could “work under your [the Bureau‟s] direction on your statement”
at Jonesboro, however, Cravath might commission him.99
But Jonesboro had not the confidence in Hillery, and refused his appointment for reasons
of its own. Like any good go-between Deake claimed to “have consulted with the Freedmen and
can speak correctly as to their wishes,” relaying to Burt the message that Hillery “wont do.” The
issue at Jonesboro, however, had nothing to do with Hillery‟s extra-marital pursuits. No longer
did the freedpeople prefer black teachers, Deake noted, for “[t]hey say that they want a white
man at the head of the school for this reason „they want to learn to pronounce and speak like
white persons‟.” The freedpeople had the resources to hire two teachers, but the “principal one
they desire to be a white man.” Nor did they appear to waver in their wants, for a month later
Deake reiterated their preference for white instructors. Nor did Deake seem to falter as an
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intermediary and the more he facilitated communication between Burt and Jonesboro‟s
freedpeople, the more certain he became. 100
The portentous rumblings of discontent were heard in Jonesboro by mid-December of
1866. Deake even admitted that “there has been so many promises made to [the freedpeople] that
have not been fulfilled that they are not so enthusiastic as heretofore.” As middleman, Deake was
responsible for delineating fact from fiction, and now he seemed to waver; but not to worry,
Deake reassured Burt, for by mid-January the town‟s school-building enthusiasm returned. “I
have their confidence and know their wants perhaps as well as any one in this section,” Deake
wrote of the freedpeople.101
The freedpeople, however, had not the confidence in Deake. During a circuit tour in
March of 1867, Hermann Bokum stopped in Jonesboro and described a much different scene
than the one Deake offered over the preceding five months. Not only had a school opened in
Jonesboro, but the freedpeople had hired a “useful” local black man, Ferdinand Maxwell, to
teach it, and the whole operation was doing well. Deake had been caught in a lie, and Bokum
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delivered his final condemnation: “Mr. Deake is not by any means a reliable man.” The Bureau‟s
communication with Deake stopped abruptly thereafter. 102
Just as the situation at Jonesboro reveals the negative potential of the go-between, the
empty promises and conflicting claims also reveal the anatomy of rumor. Rumors, especially
during Reconstruction‟s chaotic early years, were potent political tools capable of both uniting
and dividing people, and bewildering others. Since all people—individuals and groups—invest
their aspirations and fears in rumor, studies of rumor are essentially studies of perception. As
sociologist James C. Scott has written, “rumor thrives most . . . in situations in which events of
vital importance to people‟s interests are occurring and in which no reliable information—or
only ambiguous information—is available.” Such was the case at Jonesboro. As go-between,
Deake supposedly spoke on the freedpeople‟s behalf. Until Bokum arrived the Bureau took
Deake at his word (or at least had little reason to doubt it), for the Bureau knew the freedpeople
there only through his letters. Indeed, the freedpeople were an anonymous source of information:
an unknown group of people who ostensibly placed their “confidence” in Deake. Whether Deake
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intended his letters to mislead the Bureau or not, they illuminate the potential for deception when
go-betweens mediated the conversation.103
Everyone recognized the illusory power of rumor and its capacity to redirect the schoolbuilding process down paths unintended. Historians have recently demonstrated hearsay‟s
constructive potential in the postbellum-cotton South, especially in how rumor magnified white
fears of land redistribution and insurrection while simultaneously strengthening black hopes of
receiving the land they worked as slaves. During the school building process, however, as whites
and blacks worked to communicate, rumor retarded their efforts. At New Market, Beman “heard
that a Report was in circulation among the Colored People” to the effect that the Bureau reneged
on its “promise” to cover building costs, and he scrambled to correct the rumor. “There certainly
must be some mistake about it,” Beman thought, and he quickly sent to the freedpeople Burt‟s
letter stating the terms that all had agreed to.104
Freedpeople and Appalachian blacks were especially sensitive to these mishaps, and
recognized their troublesome consequences perhaps more than their white counterparts. Black
go-betweens were cautious in speaking with the Bureau, often to the point where they felt the
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need to “repeat what I said in my former communication.” When a decision regarding teachers
similar to that at Jonesboro confronted the freed community at Kingston, Lewis Braxton wrote
frankly to prevent any misconstruction of his town‟s plans:
I have consulted with our people here, and have carefully considered the subject of our
correspondence, and as I do not wish to deceive you, I am bound in candor to say to you,
that it will be utterly out of our power to pay the amount that will be required for the
boarding and comfortable accommodation otherwise of even one white teacher, and if I
am not very much mistaken in the size of our school, we will require at least two.
His village preferred to board black teachers in their own homes, he reported. Braxton, by
emphasizing his honesty, certainly grasped the go-between‟s manipulative potential. Ex-slaves
who could openly censor information for an important white audience, and that their white
audience recognized such a possibility, undermined contemporary racial mores and Bureau
paternalism. The Bureau, as Braxton demonstrates, was at the mercy of his prudence. 105
To prevent such communication breakdowns, Braxton asked Supt. Burt to visit the
mountains to see and evaluate things himself. Relaying messages, meeting with freedpeople,
anxious waiting, and merely maintaining cohesiveness in their conversations demanded that
intermediaries be adept jugglers. Perhaps a visit from Burt would provide a brief respite. Perhaps
Braxton would use the visit to prove his trustworthiness and to reinforce what he had been telling
Burt. More likely, he and Burt recognized that middlemen were school-building hindrances as
much as they were helpers, and sought to simplify the process. “We would be glad to have you
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visit us,” wrote Braxton, “so that you might from personal observation judge of our
condition.”106
Braxton‟s invitation sought to move the negotiation process beyond the confines of letter
writing and all its interpretive pitfalls. By removing himself from in between Kingston‟s
community and the Bureau, Braxton undercut his own authority in the hopes that it might further
negotiations along. As Braxton admitted, his entire village was “anxious to know what we may
depend on” at the same time they felt “disposed and anxious to do all that is in our power toward
sustaining a school.” The negotiation process would surely continue. 107
In other respects, however, the attempts by mountain freedpeople and northern whites to
develop a mutual school-building program were doomed from the start. The problem that often
plagued their school-building alliance was not that white paternalism and black self-determinism
were contradictory worldviews. Nor did their partnership falter because middlemen exercised
undue license during the negotiation process. Instead, their collaborative difficulties occurred
because competing definitions of self-determinism existed throughout mountainous black
villages. How, for instance, could a middleman speak for a black community if its members did
not agree to the same principles or agree to pursue the same school-building agenda? How could
two sides meet on a middle ground, if one of those sides was actually two or even three sides?
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How could go-betweens express consensus if none existed? This is to say that not every black
highlander from the same community sought to negotiate with the same white northerners, or to
even work with them to begin with. 108
Instead, some black mountain communities fragmented as freedpeople outlined and then
redrew the boundaries of external influence during the school-building process, and in doing so
made school-building a political process at the grassroots. Suspicions abounded in the mountains
during the school-building process and while go-betweens may have been the primary source, no
one group was any more culpable than another: freedpeople were wary of northern aid and native
Radicals; northerners did not trust the freedpeople and questioned the integrity of native whites;
native whites reciprocated northern sentiments; and everyone wondered about the go-between. In
an atmosphere as chaotic as this, resisting exploitation assumed new immediacy, but not all
freedpeople agreed as to how best secure their future. 109
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School-building often meant choosing sides, and in effect, constructing a system of party
politics. Although the Bureau and northern missionary groups warned their representatives to
shun regional politics and to avoid seeking office, their very presence in school building made
them part of the political fray. Administrators even feared sending northern teachers to
Tennessee during periods of peak political hostility shortly before and after elections. But these
alliances were the freedpeople‟s to make and it should come as little surprise that some blacks
articulated school-building plans that did not mesh with others‟ ambitions. In Knoxville and
Greeneville, especially, freedpeople subscribed to different, even contradictory plans that
challenged attempts to build unity or collectivity. 110
To understand how and why black communities split during the school-building process
requires placing northern whites‟ and mountain freedpeople‟s collaborative attempts within
Tennessee‟s political milieu of the late 1860s. The same organizational decisions freedpeople
made during the school-building process were also made at the state level as freedpeople
constructed new party allegiances once enfranchised in 1867. It becomes clear that state party
politics and grassroots school-building were mutually enforcing decisions, for the divergent
political sympathies black voters expressed as they reshaped Tennessee‟s party structure
reflected and were reinforced by their school-building affiliations. While virtually all blacks
enlisted in the ranks of the Republican Party, their political sympathies fluctuated. Some were
militant, some were moderates, and others had grown so disenchanted with unfulfilled Radical
110
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promises that they aligned with southern Conservatives at both the ballot box and in the schoolbuilding process.111
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When the Brownlow administration enfranchised Tennessee‟s black citizens in late
February of 1867, they went solidly for the increasingly Radical faction of the Republican Party.
Witnessing his white support dwindle, Brownlow pushed for black enfranchisement in
preparation for the upcoming gubernatorial election. His tactic worked and of the 74,484 votes
he received across the state, more than 40,000 came from enfranchised freedmen. Both
Conservatives and Radicals courted Tennessee‟s black population, and Brownlow‟s growing
Radicalism easily won their support. But despite Radical gestures to black equality,
freedpeople‟s conditions improved but little and black civil rights lagged.112

Rebels back into the political arena. They resisted the term Democrat, and insisted in 1867 to be
called Union Conservatives. During the gubernatorial election of 1868, however, then governor
DeWitt Senter enfranchised the ex-Confederates, won the election, and in effect ended
Tennessee‟s attempt at Reconstruction.
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Radical antipathy toward black advancement sparked open debate among black voters
about their political alliance with Brownlow and his loyalists. Although freed voters and native
Radicals found common ground in opposition to Rebel enfranchisement it did not make them
political bedfellows, for opposing Rebel suffrage did not mean native Radicals favored black
civil rights. Black disaffection surfaced in public criticism of Brownlow when some freed voters
began calling for a new political alliance with northern Radicals. In early August of 1868,
militant blacks convened in Nashville to express their frustration. Led by a black county justice
named Randall Brown, the convention condemned Brownlow and championed northern Radicals
and missionaries. Speaking to his militant black audience, Brown boomed: “You all, gentlemen,
voted for Brownlow. What has he done for you? . . . He has appointed about one hundred and
twenty men to office, and has never put a colored man in office.”113
For one thing, indeed the main thing, blacks and whites regardless of their common
Radicalism could never enter into a stable alliance because coursing in the “blood of the
Southern man” was a permanent sense of white supremacy. “A home Radical may be a good
man, but we have nothing to expect from him,” Brown told his audience. As a circuit court judge,
he observed racial and legal inequities everyday at work: “I see twelve seats here for jurors, but
not a Negro in them.” Black voters were partly to blame for their own troubles, he asserted. Why
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elect a “home Radical judge” when he refuses to allow black men to serve in the jury box? Why
support a home Radical governor when he has done little to warrant it?114
In 1868, democracy in Tennessee meant excluding Rebel ballots and if ever there was a
chance to effect real change, Brown said, Tennessee‟s freed voters would do well to ally with
northern Radicals who had come south after the war as missionaries and aid workers. Like
Brown, the freedpeople of Tennessee owed nothing to Brownlow or home Radicals for their
successes. But Brown, like all freedpeople, was “under obligations to Northern Radicals. These
men came down here and relieved us.” Put a northern Radical and a home Radical together,
propose to seat black men in the jury box—or even in a school—and Brown promised to “show
you who is the friend of the colored man” simply by their response. Perhaps Brown
overestimated their egalitarianism, but in 1868 northern Radicals were a welcomed challenge to
Tennessee‟s status quo for many freedpeople. 115
As the tide of black Radicalism flowed so too it ebbed during the late 1860s as other
black voters drew closer to Conservatism in light of Radicalism‟s poor civil rights record in
Tennessee. While conservative blacks scattered Tennessee‟s political landscape, one stands out
for his prominence and for how he reached and conceptualized such a divergent ideology. The
most vocal leader of this group was the black newspaper publisher William B. Scott, of the
Maryville Republican (formerly the Colored Tennessean). In 1867, Scott was an ardent Radical
114
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and he used the pages of the Republican to condemn Rebels and conditional Unionists (those
who wavered in their loyalty, and only sided with the Union when it was expedient to do so)
alike, glorifying “the cause of true Republicanism—Radical Republicanism.” He was appointed
an honorary member at the state “Colored Convention” in 1866, spoke before large black
audiences in Knoxville and Maryville, and canvassed the state in support of Brownlow in 1867
because, as he said, “having the interest of my race ever before me . . . our future prosperity
depends upon [a Radical victory].” Scott served as chairman of a radical black gathering in
Blount County where they endorsed Tennessee‟s Radical legislature and heartily supported
Brownlow for governor. He also served as an elected officer in Maryville‟s biracial Union
League, where he delivered political lectures, condemned the “treason & rebellion” throughout
the state, chastised members for poor attendance, appealed to the League for aid on behalf of
Maryville‟s black residents in times of suffering, and proposed using the League‟s influence to
form “Grant & Coffee Clubs & having a mass meeting” in preparation of the 1868 presidential
election. He was in every way the state‟s leading black Radical.116
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Or was he? Beneath his Radicalism simmered Conservative impulses that reached their
full expressive potential once Radical promises failed to materialize. In the spring of 1866, Scott
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By 1869, Scott‟s split with the Radicals neared completion. But, as Scott understood it,
he never wavered in pursuing the course he thought best for Tennessee‟s black residents. By
1868, few if any blacks held political office and his appeals for a black congressman from
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Tennessee fell on deaf Radical ears across the state and even in his beloved Union League. In
1868, Scott voted for Leonidas C. Houk for Congress, a disaffected Brownlow supporter who
opposed black political equality and supported Rebel enfranchisement; Scott, however, praised
Houk‟s “big, warm-hearted” policies.118
While still a Union Leaguer and Republican in 1869, he was by then notoriously right-ofcenter. When Brownlow vacated the governor‟s office for a U.S. Senate seat, Republican
leadership fell to two candidates: the Conservative DeWitt Senter and the Radical William B.
Stokes. During the gubernatorial election of 1869, as almost all other Tennessee blacks voted for
the Radical Stokes, Scott came out in support of Senter who early on opposed black
enfranchisement, welcomed Rebel ballots, and ran on a campaign platform to repeal a statewide
free-school system bill with the express aim of the “annihilation . . . of school-funders.”
Moreover, it was Senter‟s victory that ended Tennessee‟s brief flirtation with Radical
Reconstruction and set the course for Conservative redemption. According to Supt. Burt, most
other freedpeople “have shown politicians that if they expect the patronage of the negro they
must provide for the education of his children.” Scott, however, understood the state‟s party
dynamics differently.119
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Unlike Brown, Scott saw a political alliance with moderate or conservative whites as the
more constructive means to effect an improvement in black conditions. Northern Radicals came
and went, but Tennessee‟s freedpeople lived alongside southern Conservatives and interacted
with them daily. Newspapers in Nashville praised Scott for countering “the pernicious influences
of selfish agitators” who sought to “array” mountain blacks “as a race—rather than a party—
against their white neighbors and employers.”120
More than anything else, Scott doubted the motives of northern Radicals who used
slavery‟s legacy as a political crutch in the South. The past was something to overcome, Scott
seemed to believe. And as Booker T. Washington would do a generation later, Scott looked “up
from slavery,” asking his readers: “What can be the advantage of now harping on the evils of
slavery . . . . ?” Too long have “our Radical friends” used its legacy “for political capital,” Scott
wrote, because the question of whether slavery was “right or wrong” died with the institution. “It
is notorious too,” Scott noted, “that the colored man finds his best friends amongst the
Conservative and Southern men.” Tennessee blacks did not seek, but nor did they oppose,
“social equality.” “For that which does not, and never did, or will exist amongst the white race,
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cannot very soon be maintained by the two races respectively.” The only reason “social equality”
plagued Tennessee‟s politics was because northerners kept slavery‟s consequences on the table
for their own political agenda. “We will ask our readers, and our colored friends, especially, to
mark the men who do such things. They are persons who want to perpetuate strife, and trade
upon the lower passions for personal gain,” Scott believed. Indeed, “the Radical Republican
States of the North” and their residents have a long way to go “before they can boast of as much
liberality, by half, as the colored man now receives from his late masters.” 121
And with that said, Randall Brown and the Radical segment of Tennessee‟s black
population had met their match. It is unknown if Brown and Scott ever met, or if they ever
debated. But their very public engagement with black political opinion indicates that party
formation in Reconstruction Tennessee was a self-defining period, as much as it was a
community-defining period, for Tennessee‟s freedpeople. Just as these two ideologues
challenged the political unity of Tennessee‟s black population, the Randall Browns and William
Scotts of the school-building process in Tennessee‟s mountains tested the tensile strength of
black collectivism in the region.
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The debates which filled the freedpeople‟s political circumstances were heard as early as
1865 in the school-building process in Appalachian Tennessee. With the region‟s largest, most
concentrated black population, Knoxville was ripe for internal friction. More importantly,
because of its demographics, philanthropies and missionary groups concentrated much of their
early efforts in and around Knoxville. To the chagrin of native whites and under the critical gaze
of the city‟s black community, missionaries had become permanent fixtures there by the fall of
1865.122
Knoxville‟s black population early discerned at least two Radical visions of differing
intensity among the newly established missionaries, embodied in the city‟s school-building
prospects and race relations. While a strong black leadership already existed in Knoxville, it
appears that the radical ambitions of R.J. Creswell, a hotheaded, 22-year-old white missionary
with impressive abolitionist credentials, won over numerous converts. Knoxville was Creswell‟s
second stop in Tennessee‟s mountains. He first labored in Greeneville, where, according to AMA
contact T.D.P. Stone, he “unintentionally hurt himself and the cause by want of courtesy and
kind Christian good sense.” While Creswell had good intentions, Stone quipped, he “walks and
looks, and talks and acts as if he felt sore from recent stretching on the rack.” Under the threat of
violence, Creswell left for Knoxville to become superintendent of the United Presbyterian
mission where he won both friends and foes.123
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Behind Creswell‟s controversial personality was an extremist‟s ideology he fashioned as
an abolitionist. “He really feels that white people here are mortal foes of all blacks,” Stone
observed, and more importantly, his new prominence in Knoxville “gives him extensive
correspondence, and great weight to his unguarded assertions.” Although he was young, his
career as an itinerant missionary and abolitionist enabled him to “spread such statements all over
the U.S.” Creswell was a dangerous man to be identified with and Stone, no moderate himself,
kept him at arm‟s length lest his own missionary work be overshadowed and “frustrated.” Few
wanted to be guilty by mere association and many Radical Knoxville residents, from the
governor on down, shared Stone‟s reservations: “People here have found out his course, acted in
and hence opposed all connections in their minds with him.”124
Many Knoxville blacks, however, welcomed Creswell‟s charged rhetoric and identified
with his extremism. Creswell matched his words with actions and led a prosperous school, one
“well taught, in excellent order, and making fine progress.” When options were available,
freedpeople carefully selected schools they believed would suit their own aims, and while some
Knoxville blacks sent their children to a school taught by one “Mr. Bingham,” which according
to Stone had “more religious training,” its radical black residents seemed to send their children to
Creswell‟s school. Like their instructor, his pupils were militant. On at least one occasion, they
desecrated a white graveyard in Knoxville that held “the graves & monuments of some of
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Tennessee‟s most honored dead.” As there had been episodes of violence involving both schools,
Stone worried that Creswell‟s course might excite further opposition and proposed to “draw both
schools together under Mr. Bingham‟s care.” Indeed, Stone proposed to take measures to
“prevent further desecration of the graveyard by the indecent exposure of Mr. Creswell‟s
pupils.”125
Within Knoxville‟s black neighborhoods, the more moderate residents had begun to
distance themselves not only from Creswell, but from their radical neighbors. “His cause,”
observed Stone, “has divided the whole black community into two needless parties.” While the
number of Creswell‟s followers is difficult to discern, they were substantial enough to cause
Stone further worry over future violence. Less than a month later, on an early December evening,
“incendiaries” set the militant‟s school ablaze. The fire was intentional, Creswell told Gen. Fisk
in Nashville, as the schoolhouse was at least 100 yards from the nearest structure, and the
building‟s stoves had not been used recently. A symbol of their Radicalism, “[t]he building,”
Creswell wrote, “was worth much more than its purchase price to our schools at least—and the
loss of it bears heavily upon us now.”126
That Creswell and his followers alienated whites comes as little surprise, but that they
estranged an entire segment of Knoxville‟s black community indicates that black highlanders
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steadily defined their own political sentiments and affiliated with those of like minds. Although
disfranchised, unable to hold office, or serve as jurists in 1865, Knoxville blacks nevertheless
outlined spheres of influence and delineated party loyalties that extended well beyond the
school-building process or classroom. Creswell may have been a teacher, but his militancy
attracted an entire constituency. The faction of freedpeople who welcomed and identified with
his extremism began etching out a new political landscape, albeit in the grassroots, but one that
reflects the militancy of Randall Brown and his followers. While these localized political
contests carried immediate, violent consequences the tension between militants and moderates
laid part of the foundation for the debates that engaged Tennessee‟s black population after 1867.
At Greeneville, school-building featured an entirely different set of political
circumstances but it provides a final case study and clear picture of all the components of a
highly politicized school-building experience. Perhaps at no other place in Appalachian
Tennessee did the school-building process assume the characteristics of such contentious politics.
Over the course of one year, from October of 1866 to October of 1867, Greeneville‟s freed
community split into two rival factions. Despite their political wrangling, or rather because of it,
their school remained nothing more than a small pile of logs by the spring of 1868.
School-building began in Greeneville amid attempts by the town‟s go-between, white
Ohio native and Radical Republican Joel Terrell, to rent one of two dilapidated local landmarks
known colloquially as “the Old Academy” and the “old Colledge,” respectively. For four months
Terrell went between the freedpeople and the white administrators, meeting with the Academy‟s
officials and the county court where they refused him promptly, and then with the trustees of the
old college, where he received the ultimate runaround. Terrell quickly learned that “there is quite
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a prejudice against the colored people‟s having a school,” and his experience left everyone a bit
“discouraged.” While the old academies “are rotting down,” a frustrated Terrell noted, “the
trustees say that [the freedpeople] cannot rent them. I think if they were wanted for any other
purpose than a „nigger School,‟ as they call it, there would be no difficulty.”127
After being rebuffed, the freedpeople had had enough and approached Terrell with a new
strategy. Rather than rent and refurbish existing buildings, they proposed to buy a lot and raise a
frame if the Bureau would finish it so as to have a schoolhouse which Terrell hoped would “be a
purmanent thing.” As the town‟s go-between Terrell readied to negotiate the school-building
terms for the freedpeople and the Bureau. Theirs was a bold plan for 1866 given the general
white hostility, but it was typical of many Appalachian plans that required a committed, selfdetermined agenda.128
Their decision to build anew was also, ironically, the beginning of their troubles. Merely
deciding on a plan of where to build and how to finance a schoolhouse proved difficult and over
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the course of four months and during as many as six meetings, schisms emerged in the freed
community. Potential obstacles were seen early on: “There are two churches in this place among
the Negroes one Methodist & one Presbyterian That may clash some,” Terrell worried in
November 1866.129
By January, however, swirling rumors about the Bureau‟s role in the building process and
even about Terrell‟s own motives overshadowed whatever sectarian tension existed. As gobetween, of course, it was Terrell‟s responsibility to weed out mere hearsay and to maintain clear
communication between Supt. Burt and Greeneville‟s freed population. But the slow exchange of
letters could not match the rapidity with which rumor spread. Not only had many freedpeople
come to think that the Bureau would furnish a lot and a building, many also suspected Terrell of
harboring ulterior motives, and were convinced “that there is some [catch] about it, that the
northerners dont care any thing about them they are after their money & votes &c. &c.”130
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More importantly, Terrell did little negotiating because Greeneville‟s freedpeople could
not settle their own terms. Their competing plans halted the building process, for by mid-January
Terrell reported that “they cannot agree about location, price, &c. &c.” In their struggle to find
consensus they began taking clear sides.131
It was soon thereafter that obvious factions emerged within Greeneville‟s freed
community. Not all freedpeople believed the rumors and many agreed to a school-building plan
Terrell proffered by late January. Contemporaneously, however, opposition to Terrell and his
freed constituency organized into a full movement. Leading the resistance, or in Terrell‟s opinion
“making most of the trouble,” was a 37 year-old freedman named Samuel Johnson. Described by
Terrell as “a big germ among” his community, Johnson initially appealed to the legislature for
funding to buy a lot in town. Despite the competition, Terrell was confident that those who broke
away and sided with Johnson “will see after a little that he is all rong.” Johnson‟s disaffection,
however, set the groundwork for a new school-building process that magnified the Radical and
Conservative sympathies of Greeneville‟s freedpeople.132
Anti-Radical rumors intensified during Johnson‟s split, as local whites sowed seeds of
uncertainty in Greeneville‟s black community. Many freedpeople “have got the idea that the
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„Bureau‟ will build them a School house If they just keep cool & do nothing.” More troublesome
for Terrell still was the common belief that “the northern people care nothing for them[.] That if
there is a School house built here that I am to make money out of it & that is what makes me so
anxious to have them get a lot & put a frame upon it &c. &c.” Unfortunately for Terrell, these
rumors had some truth to them. During this same period, Supt. Burt revealed that northerners
cheated freedpeople with striking regularity. “Several complaints have been made . . . against
men who have collected as much money as possible out of communities under promise of
teaching a school which was never opened,” he reported. Exacerbating both Terrell‟s
apprehensions and at least some of the freedpeople‟s hopes for financial assistance, rumor was
yet another variable in the on-going political struggle in Greeneville. In strengthening Terrell‟s
frustration and the freedpeople‟s desires, rumor worked to widen the gap between parties.133
It is difficult to ascertain whether these rumors influenced Johnson and his party, but
nevertheless Greeneville‟s freed community continued to clash. “The colored people of this
place is somewhat divided,” wrote Terrell, “& do not seem to agree about a school.” Just as
importantly, Johnson changed his tactics, and appealed for aid from the one man Terrell could
not compete with: President Andrew Johnson. As one of Andrew‟s former and “favorite” slaves,
Samuel sparked the ire of many in the Johnson clan with what appears to be a characteristic
problem with authority. In early 1860, Samuel had told Andrew‟s wife that he would “„be
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damned‟” if he did what she said, and “did not care a „dam‟” if they sold him away because of it.
Samuel believed that any money he earned working outside jobs was his and his alone. “You
will see,” Andrew‟s son contemptuously wrote to him, “he is quite an independent gentleman,”
noting that Samuel had dangerous “notions of himself and his rights.”134
Samuel also harbored his own notions of community, and in opposition to Terrell‟s plan
Samuel wrote to Andrew in the White House in late March of 1867, asking if he could buy part
of Andrew‟s land holdings “on which to build a School House for the education of the Coloured
children of Greeneville.” That Samuel made no distinction between his and Terrell‟s factions
suggests that he felt he worked on behalf of the entire community. Samuel explicitly requested a
deed and, perhaps overestimating the ability of his divided community to raise money, would
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forward Andrew the required payment. But the President obliged Samuel‟s request and donated
one acre of land for free. Additionally, Samuel and the Bureau had opened talks, and it offered to
“advance the means to finish” construction once Andrew signed over the plot, which he later
did.135
Larger political meaning was never far from the school-building process. If Andrew had
any misgivings about Radical influences in Greeneville, Samuel reassured his President that “I
am getting along as well as usual and have not changed in any Politics still being for you as
much as ever.” And if Samuel was an ardent Conservative, apparently many of his freed
neighbors were following his lead, reflecting the same ideological conversion exemplified by
William Scott. Whereas Greeneville‟s freedpeople had welcomed Terrell‟s platform, by midApril of 1867 the two former political allies had grown estranged. What was taking so long to
build a school, many seemed to ask. For despite having established a school-building “Society,”
electing officers, and raising money, Greeneville still lacked a schoolhouse a full two years after
the war. Likely furthering the split was the fact that Tennessee‟s Radical legislature denied
Samuel Johnson‟s appeal for funding early on. Commenting on both the school-building process
and politics, generally, Andrew‟s lawyer in Greeneville and fellow Conservative noted that “The
135
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Radicals have not met the expectations of the Freedmen, and they are loosing confidence in
them.”136
Terrell knew he was losing influence, too. A letter written by a friend on Terrell‟s behalf
at this juncture meant to reassure Supt. Burt that “[w]ith no other object than to do good he has
been the constant friend and adviser of the freed people . . . and . . . a most valuable guide.” But
he also noted “that [Terrell‟s] cause as a radical republican has drawn out against him the
feelings and remark of that portion of the community which styles itself „conservative‟.” Indeed,
the letter concluded, “Mr. Terrell deserves the support by the truly loyal.” As go-between, Terrell
retained some black support and he needed all he could muster having lost the favor of a good
many others.137
Amid this ideological shakeup, school building grew more contentious and continued to
falter as the black community remained divided. Both sides dug in their heels. Despite Andrew‟s
“very liberal offer,” Greeneville‟s freedpeople still had not settled on a lot. Those who remained
with Terrell complained that the donated lot was in an unattractive spot, being adjacent to a
“Rebel graveyard.” Instead, they proposed to use their funds to make the final payments on a lot
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they previously selected. Having been “advised to hold the money and not give it up,” Samuel
Johnson insisted on using the funds he and his followers raised to pay the fees on Andrew‟s
donated lot, rather than pool it with Terrell‟s. Frustrated, Terrell and his constituency threatened
“to get him Indicted when the court sitts in June.”138
Terrell felt confident that the trouble would soon pass. But he had had enough of Samuel
and his headaches because when the president entered the scene, the dynamics of the entire
situation changed. Terrell feared that he would catch the ire of Andrew Johnson and worried
about Supt. Burt‟s involvement. Regarding their communication breakdowns and subsequent
political battles, “Johnson & his friends say that it was all my doing, they do not even mention
your name in conexion with the transaction,” Terrell wrote to Burt. “I am glad on your account
as you are somewhat under the controll of the President. As for myself I ask no favors of them &
therefore care nothing what they say or think. They are nothing but Rebel Simpethisers at the
most, or at least they go in with that party.” But Terrell did care what they said, because unlike
Johnson, he was a Radical Republican and in a bit of self-reassurance closed his letter: “I belong
to the U.S.A.”139
Ultimately, Terrell and his following appear to have won the day. A week after Terrell
threatened legal action against Johnson, the Bureau signed over a $400 appropriation,
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authorizing Terrell to spend the money on materials and labor. As tempers subsided,
Greeneville‟s black community made progress on the school. During the early summer, timber
and materials were “got out,” and Terrell expected to move “the work . . . to a rapid completion”
once the summer harvest ended. Such developments seemed to quell the divisions that rent
Greeneville‟s freedpeople over the preceding eight months. “The colored people are doing well,”
Terrell wrote, “and behaving themselves here.”140
Whatever hopes existed that the building would be completed after the summer harvest
were dashed once old grudges gave way to a new politics of apathy. On August 15, 1867,
Greeneville‟s freedpeople, with the help of Amos Beman, raised $107 to cover the remaining
building expenses. But when Beman returned from a tour of the mountains two months later he
found that “nothing has been done—cause—Ineficiency.” The lot was paid for and “a few logs
have been hauled onto the Lot,” but as to moving forward, “here all pauses,” he reported. The
school remained unfinished because everyone thought it was someone else‟s “business to
complete.” The ideals of the pitched debates that characterized the preceding year were
redirected into new expressions of mutual inaction. “[S]o nothing at this date” has been done,
wrote Beman in October. By February 1868, Greeneville still lacked a school, but Knoxville‟s
Bureau commissioner estimated its completion by April 1.141
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Placed within the context of Tennessee‟s party wrangling of 1867, the conflict in
Greeneville becomes more than a petty case of personal rivalry between Terrell and Johnson.
Greeneville‟s school-building process illuminates a political milieu in which important local
matters reflected the much broader ideological concerns of Tennessee‟s black population. Just as
Randall Brown advocated support for northern Radicals, so too did a portion of Greeneville‟s
freed community that rallied behind Terrell. But like William B. Scott, Samuel Johnson grew
disaffected with Radical agendas and took the Conservative route, winning over his own
“friends” who shared his visions.
Their debates were justifiably heated, for school building in Greeneville was about much
more than building a school. Had it been merely a financial consideration or had the school-
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building contest lacked an ideological component, perhaps the town‟s freedpeople would have
accepted Andrew Johnson‟s donation. Yet the Radical faction thanked the President and declined.
In Terrell‟s opinion, Samuel Johnson and his followers were no more loyal to the Union or to
their community than former Rebels. To follow their plan would be to concede Radical defeat at
the hands of Conservatives. Terrell, it must be remembered, identified his Radicalism with
patriotism. Conversely, Johnson blamed the whole mess on Terrell‟s agitation and in winning a
following of his own gave substance to their community‟s ideological fracas. Samuel Johnson‟s
faction had not been tricked or cajoled and they pursued other options on their own volition,
having grown disenchanted with Radicalism. Their split did, however, give white mountain
Conservatives hope that the freedpeople had lost confidence in Radical programs, a possibility
with long-term political consequences.
In many ways, then, school-building assumed its own political context at the village level
which reinforced and was reinforced by the political happenings across the state. School-building
and state party formations were both highly politicized affairs, and within these two contexts
myriad black aspirations defined and redefined internal loyalties and affiliations. Unsurprisingly,
the participants were the same in both contexts. When mountain school building is placed
alongside Tennessee‟s political shuffle of the late 1860s and within the attempts to find a middle
ground with external aid groups, black debates over autonomy and ideology become ever more
consequential in how they articulated their hopes and pursued their ambitions.
More importantly, the divisions at Knoxville and Greeneville complicate our notions of
the black community in the Reconstruction South. Geographically, they were indeed members of
the same community. But the ways they articulated their aspirations and acted on their principles
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reveal that whatever communal impulse existed in Tennessee‟s mountains after emancipation
was directed down divergent paths and subject to different expressions. In the chaos of the era, as
all parties competed for influence and power, black aspirations could and did clash to the extent
that community—the understanding that collective aspirations engendered a stable and unified
presence—barely resembled its ideal. School building took black freedom, a collective desire for
universal literacy, and an unwavering faith in self-determinism and refracted them into alternate
visions for a shared future.
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Conclusion

Greeneville eventually built its school, but grassroots school building had long-term
consequences beyond community politics and mobilization. Although the Radical legislature
passed a free school law in March of 1867, the act made no provisions for the actual construction
of schoolhouses. It was an empty gesture made by the legislature and those schools in operation
or those slated to open were to be strictly segregated, on top of it. To make matters worse, the
wealthy taxpayers who might sustain this system tended to be disfranchised Conservatives,
unable and unwilling to help. A public school system, needless to say, would help alleviate the
financial strain freed communities incurred as they built and maintained schools by their own
efforts. But if things looked dim for public education in 1867, they grew dimmer still.142
In the buildup to Tennessee‟s gubernatorial election of 1869, black and white highlanders
interested in the state‟s public education system lamented what lay ahead. Already in 1868,
politicians from mountain districts sought to repeal the free school program. And in 1869 neither
the Conservative nor the Radical candidates for governor sympathized with public education.
Some voters hoped a third candidate would emerge before the election, one who would be “a
trueer . . . man to schools & to temperance than either Stokes or Senter.” Other observers noted
that Stokes and Senter merely dragged the education issue through “the cesspool of politics,”
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because class conflict provided the real animus. The worst problems came from “the remaining
spirit of . . . the old Slave aristocracy in our midst” who sought to retain their cultural and
economic hegemony in the region, a white administrator from Greeneville argued. And from
Knoxville some voters thought that they “might as well hang up our fiddles” if Senter won.
Indeed, Senter‟s choice for state superintendent “declared that he would kick over the School
law” and upon being asked about the school system in New England replied that “Tennessee had
forgotten more than N.E. ever knew, and that Tenn was now further advanced than
Massachusetts. That it was not necessary to educate the Farmer, mechanic or laborer.”143
Things looked grim in 1869 because white apathy toward education had germinated for
quite some time. Through municipal edict, Knoxville‟s city government spent nothing on public
education, budgeting instead $7,000 for its police force. But Knoxville merely followed state
protocol. From 1867 to 1869 funding meant for the state‟s public school system was more often
used to pay the interest on Tennessee‟s railroads and a host of “other State expenses.” Senter‟s
victory in 1869, the installment of a Conservative regime, and a retrenched budget culminated
three years of hostility toward public education in Tennessee by its legislators. It was not until
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1872, when now state Congressman Andrew Johnson led a movement from within the
Democratic Party to pass a bill establishing a new public school system in Tennessee.144
Aside from the vengeful state statutes against education, grassroots school building and
its underlying community politics etched their own permanent marks of a different kind on
Tennessee‟s public record. So when Elizabethton‟s census taker recorded the vital statistics of
William A. Smith‟s household in late July of 1870, he wrote that Smith was of mulatto
complexion and 31 years old, that he worked in a woolen factory, owned $300 in real and
personal property, lived with his wife and five children, and that he could read but could not
write. His unlettered wife Eliza stayed at home nursing their infant daughter Josephine and
raising their five-year-old son Emanuel. Unknowingly, however, the census taker revealed much
more than a stable nuclear family. This was the same William A. Smith who, three years earlier
under threats of violence, met secretly with the Bureau‟s circuit rider Hermann Bokum to discuss
building a freed school to replace the one arsonists destroyed. And he was the same William A.
Smith who collaborated with missionary teacher Park Brewster after Bokum left. And Smith,
rather than put his teenaged daughter Margaret, twelve-year-old son John, and ten-year-old son
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James to work on neighboring farms to support the household, simply envisioned a different
future for his children. For in 1870 all three were “Attending school.”145
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